As we walked through the doors as freshmen and heard Mr. Peabody say the three most important words, "Do the right thing," we knew we were in high school. While we were carrying all of our books through the halls as freshmen, graduation seemed like a goal we would never reach. Now as our high school career comes to a close, it seems that life at the regional has gone by all too quickly. As a class we have witnessed many tragedies, from the shocking columbine shootings to the disastrous day of September 11th, but we pulled together and surmounted the dramatic events. Throughout our brief journey in high school we have celebrated many events including the Patriots and our own team winning the Super Bowl, getting our licenses and passing MCAS. Although we will never forget the incidents we have overcome, or the moments we have celebrated; going through them with this class...that's what makes these moments unforgettable.

1. Jon Prati loses his cool on the slopes of Loon Mountain.
2. Three Musketeers, Andy Nevoy, Chris Goodhue and Adam Cournoyer, are always up to something even on prom night.
3. Even a rain shower does not deter Spring Track stars Sabrina Gambill, Jen Lin, Lindsey Lessard, Christina Doris, Kristyn Whitington, Kyle Beila, Ryan Buckley, Clint Cooper, and Kevin Murphy.
4. At the football games drummer boys Jon Wilson and Mike Wood always keep the beat.
5. Ms. LaFleur reviews algebraic equations with Vanessa Valente.
6. Field hockey players Jill McGrath and Lauren Francey munch on lunch after the game.
7. Girls will be girls Zoe Furtado and Jamie Thompson chat away before class.
8. Before the Junior Prom, these guys show off their finery.

10. At the library, Dan Melling quickly adds the finishing touches to his paper before class.

11. Dustin Grossman, Steve Yelle, Brett LeClerc, Sarah Chappell, and Nicole Riusky celebrate their last Pep Rally together.

12. Good friends Kenny Robinson and Jess Robinson are wicked excited about the night ahead of them.

13. Jafari Festu and Jordan Joseph have a little fun before class starts.


15. Kristen Simmons serves up a storm on the tennis court.

16. Rydeel's finest, Emily Vinnor, Laura Yafra, Cassie Wolley, and Jill McGrath show their 50's school spirit in B-R's production of Grease.

17. Beach RUNs: Mykey Souza, Deanna McGliss, Liz Monkey, and Brian Souza enjoy a relaxing day after Finals.

18. Seeing an opening in the defense, Mike Orley slides a pass towards the goal.
Younger Years

As a new chapter begins in our lives, we begin to wonder where the time went, the time of our childhood. Everything was simple, and the worst of our worries were whether we would spend our allowance on Pogs or Giga Pets. Every little girl wanted to be a Princess and every little boy wanted to be a Power Ranger. While New Kids On The Block had hits like "The Right Stuff," we still had to love Paula Abdul’s, "Straight Up." We all wanted to be stars on "The Mickey Mouse Club," and "Star Search," and we all read "The Babysitter’s Club," and "The Box Car Kids." We remember when our best friends were our next-door neighbors, and our parents were our superheroes.

At the time, growing up seemed so rough, when, in reality, we had it made. Making the transition from Elementary School to Jr. High was easy compared to coming into B-R when we were introduced to another town as big as our own. Through the years, we have all blended in with one another to form one, large regional school. Since coming to B-R, we have all grown wiser, have become a little stronger, and have realized that "The Good Ol’ Days" were unforgettable.

1. Casey Bueck and Jeannie Larson build sand castles and life long memories together at Horseneck Beach.
2. At the 6th grade talent show, Justin Deiscoll, Steve Yelle, Dustin Crossman, Billy Morton, and Mike Brennan lip sync "The Grease Megamix." Pat Callahan, Kevin MacDermott, Chris Sworz, Sean Gerrini, Jon Frezzell and Paul Leger live it up before their first semi.
3. Brownie Scouts ready for anything; Michelle Desalliers, Ashley Edson, Rachel German, Jill McGrath, Jen Lyford, Jessi Wood and Laura Yarate get in line.
4. Corey Water and Richie Lincoln focus more on bubbles than class work.
5. Jen Welsh, Katie Sava, Nicole Bergilli, Kristine Cullen, Amanda Martelli and Mike Daniels get all dolled up for their first formal dance.
6. Matt Beville, Lindsey Lessard and Chris Beville kick back on the couch.
7. Who can forget Ms. Powers 8th grade class?
9. Mike and Nick DeVincenzo share some brotherly love at the beach.
11. N Wilde, A Suwalky, J Walsh, L Lessard, J Lindo, M Hess, L Francey, K Panton and M Hennessey take one last 8th grade picture before graduation.

12. Lindsey Lessard and Meg Driscoll stick together during pre-school.

13. Dan Coburn, Dan Campbell and Ryan Connolly throw up the peace sign in Williams Cafe.

14. Bethany Marion and Lauren Pincolini “break a leg” in their pre-school play.

15. Rachel Gorman and Jess Wood sport their Rayham spirit at a football game.

16. Matt Kilroy, Katie Soderbom, Kait Kilroy, and Laurie Soderbom love the summertime!

17. Jill McGrath, Allison Clark and Rachel Gorman get ready for a night of Trick or Treating.

18. This bunch J. Welsh, C. Goodhue, J. Johnston, S. Christoff, M. Daniels, S. Daley, M. Luce, and J. Fulconi get ready for a T-Ball team picture.
1. No Mercy: Matt Benjie takes his opponent to the ground.
2. Dribbling the ball out of danger, Sam Green makes her way down the field.
3. Before the meet, the Track Team warms up.
4. Rachel Amaral, Meghan Driscoll, and Danielle Heckbert act quickly after the serve.

Throughout our four years at B-R, we have formed strong bonds on and off the playing field. B-R always has a competitive edge no matter what sports team is playing, and we have conjured the Old Colony League year after year. Whether we win or lose, it never matters, because the friendships we take away from the experience is what matters the most.

Whether you were a fan or a player, you contributed greatly to the winning. The fans never ceased to show up with their Trojan spirit. At the games, meets, and matches, someone from B-R was there cheering you on. Once again, we hope to repeat the success that B-R has had in the past for many seasons to come.

5. Chris Smerz sends the ball down the sideline.
7. Hoping for an eagle, Matt Cayer tees off.
8. Meg Hess battles the defender for the ball.
9. “No glove, no love.” Stacy Berard and Natalee Grimmins do their game day handshake.
11. Ian Crotty leads the herd to the finish line.
12. Josh Bogley soars over the high-jump bar.
13. Alec Tolivasia drives his opponent back to the line of scrimmage.
15. With inches to spare, Brian Siouza blows by the oncoming defender.
16. Lauren Veracka and Brianne Struggles show school spirit as they cheer the Trojan's Football Team to another victory.
17. Jackie Linds darts down the field to score for the Varsity Field Hockey Team.
18. Brian Reid fires the ball back across the court.
1. Irena Eaves pays close attention to Ms. Sargent during chemistry.
2. As usual, Mr. Kosick’s sociology class is deep in a heated class discussion.
3. Kate-Lynn Reed is relieved when she reads that the Red Sox beat the Orioles and captured the Wild Card.
4. Tara McClellan keeps her focus on the board the day before the big test.
5. Ashley Barréer concentrates on her test.
6. Laura McCleary daydreams during English class.
7. Brittany Smith, Erin Stack, Kristina Loyd and Ellen Thompson design their 3-point perspective projects.
8. Josh Randall gives Chad Silverbecker a helping hand.
9. Pat Timmons shows promise in drawing as he copies a friend’s photograph feature by feature.
Whether we want to or not, we can all say that we have
learned a lot at B-R. We have all
grown up since our Romeo and Juliet
days freshman year. Through all
the homework and last minute study-
ing, our four years at B-R have
finally paid off. As much as everyone
hated studying moles in chemistry
class, or difficult algebra prob-
lems, we can now be proud of what
we have accomplished. We are so
lucky to have teachers who prepared us so well for the
MCAS and SAT’s. Although the work seemed tedious at
times, the endless lessons and problems our teachers
prepared us with helped us through what we thought
would be impossible. All of our success we owe to the
B-R faculty who have helped push us in the right direc-
tion. As we are ready to enter a new chapter in our
lives and race new challenges, we can all look back at
our days at B-R and remember the unforgettable experi-
ences that will last a life time.

10. Stephanie McSweeney points out
France in her U.S. History Class.
11. Matt Barthel focuses on the physics
task at hand.
12. Brian Gershen feels confident in
taking his English test.
13. In Physics, Liana Ponte, Mr. Bogle,
Savanna Pilote, and Anna Grodecki watch
the graphs of their experiment develop.
14. Pam Hook double checks the tempera-
ture in Culinary Class.
15. Collette Coury works intensely on
her Math test.
16. Rachel Chapple researches topic
ideas for her next project.
17. Jesus Cun always has a smile, even
during class.
18. Patrick Herrington dices peppers
for the recipe.
1. At the ski, Sara Cheever and Pile Leger reminisce about the past.
2. After the game, everyone Rachel, Dacey, Jes Breeks and Kristina Ortiz, because they are out of tokens.
3. During winter break, Mary Benne, Frank Pacileo, and Mick Cronin plan a week filled with football fun in the sand.
4. Julie Walsh and Laura McGurty know that they’re friends forever.
5. Kate Gavin and Joey DesRoscies celebrate after a hard test.
6. At the Ice Rink, Amanda Poirier and Andrea Bacas hold on for dear life.
7. At the self defense class, Angela Pizzo, Kristen McDermott and Jackie Tenney relax in the locker room.
8. Jackie Liners, Kait Kelroy, and Laura Dempsey prepare to get their groove on for the Halloween Dance.
9. The Ladies’ Man Dean Guascosi enjoy the company of Amanda Marr, Bonnie Brownberg, and Jackie Brownberg.
In high school, friendship is everything. When we first came to B-R, we depended on each other completely. Everything was new; the football games, dances, Pep Rallies, and parties. By being together, and following the example of the upper classmen, we have become a part of something great. As the years have gone by, we have supported and experienced hard times such as 9/11, losing the superbowl, a cancelled Pep Rally, cramming for tests, and all the breakups and tears that came along with them. Together, we have shared laughter, Jr. Prom, camp fires, tons of pizza, winning games, good times on Crane Street, and most importantly being together. Now that we are seniors, our experiences together have built strong ties and lifelong friendships. As we leave high school and begin a new phase in our lives, we will always carry the memories and friendships that we made together at B-R.
Special Moments

Through four years of school work and finals, MCAS and special projects, we sometimes see a window onto a world where our rules don’t apply. It is a world where we can take a moment and hold it forever. Fun and Friday night football games, proms and parties where we can be together and even if it is just for a while, we can be young. We will always remember these special moments, always.

1. Angela Zutaut and Kayla Gilberto are tongue tied at Junior Prom.
4. At the Charlie Horse, Rachel Jacobs, Jen Langner, and Ashley Nichols are full after a delicious meal.
5. J. Welsh, N. Berghelli, M. Hess, A. Martelli, K. Chillean, and K. Sada savor the moment and enjoy the summer sunset.
7. Megan Galanie Ashley Hatch, Jenn Chiooca, and Michelle Desalliers look glamorous at their first prom.
8. Mr. Ferris rounds up his band of distinguished gentlemen after a night of well-dressed fun at the 2002 Miss Regional Dance.
10. Amanda Balzarini, Jennifer Hubley, and Brittney Nichols act like three cheeds at Junior Prom.
11. Jen Lyford, Allison Clark, Lauren Francky, Lindsey Lessard, Lauren Veracka, and Angela Zutaut flash some elegance as they get ready for a lovely night.

12. Rachael Jacobs, Cassie Thielker, Danielle Prescott, Suae Richards, and Sarah Correia look to hop on a train to Boston.

13. After the Model U.N., Tracey Moore, Lauren Francky, Cassie Waioley, Laura Yafrate, Emily Winsor, Bethany Marion, and Jen Lyford take in a bite.

14. Katherine Graham and Brianna Strickles display Full Metal Smiles.

15. Stacy Berard and Kate Jasper grin from ear to ear while they dance at prom.


17. Kyle Ross and Jill McGrath cuddle up, but their hats want nothing to do with each other.
Activities

The variety of clubs and after school activities offered at B-R are only some of the ways students can get involved. The choices range from Ski Club, to the Future teachers of America, and there are many more in between. Students can become involved with community and state causes, like the Walk for Breast Cancer and Breakfast with Santa. They can get the satisfaction of seeing their work published in the Regional Sound Unites, or the Creative Writing Club’s literary magazine, Asylum. All activities at B-R bring students of all grades and interests together.

Whether it’s joining in on the spirit of the students at the Pep Rally, or helping the residents of Bridgewater no Raynham in the BRidge program, we have all united to make our high school experience unforgettable.

1. Jen Langner, Jess Blackden, and Danielle Heckbert sell pastries to parents to benefit the Peer Leaders.
2. Members of the student council sort cans for the canned food drive during Thanksgiving.
3. Mary Condon, Katie Spada and Carolyn Smith are ready to hit the Sunday River Slopes.
4. These boys are pumped to give the black diamond a shot at Loon Mountain.
5. The Student Council enjoy the sites of New York City.
6. Mike Wood never misses a beat, even when he’s sleeping.
7. Andrea Bagas and Lauren Pincolini greet parents as they enter the building on Parent’s Night.
8. The boys of TJ’s are decked out in tie-dye to show what they are all about.
Dedications

We, the class of 2004 would like to dedicate this issue of the Unitas to three very special educators, Mr. John Lennon, Mr. Edward Porter, and Mr. Jack Phaneuf

Mr. John Lennon

For the past twenty-nine years one of B.R.’s best; Mr. Lennon has been continuosly enthusiastic both in the classroom and out. Mr. Lennon has had an undying passion all through out his career allowing him to inspire students, athletes and fellow teachers. Mr. Lennon is one of the most active teachers at B.R. Three days a week he runs in the weight room helping dozens of students to achieve physical fitness. He especially enjoys cheering on any B-R sports team from field hockey and football to volleyball and basketball. Mr. Lennon gives much of his time and effort to Bridgewater-Raynham Regional and for that we would like to thank him for all of the lessons, laughs and support along the way.

Mr. Edward “Doctor” Porter

The Doc is an amazing teacher who is always willing to lend a helping hand. His calm and laid back attitude always make his classes fun and inviting. His years at the Regional have been filled with many memorable lessons and laughs. He has a wonderful relationship with his students, and all of us who had the experience of Doctor Porter’s classes will treasure the time spent in his classroom. We would like to thank you Doctor Porter, for making school more worthwhile.

Mr. Jack Phaneuf

Mr. Jack Phaneuf has dedicated many years to this school. He has an amazing ability to inspire his students to try innovative art techniques and to excell in them. His free spirit that is unpredictable and keeps us on our toes. Sometimes he rants like a crazy old man, but if you take the time to listen to him you will realize that he is one of the wisest, most experienced men you will ever meet. Mr. Phaneuf’s great outlook on life and passion for teaching through his drawing/painting, sculptor/design and portfolio classes makes B-R unique. Mr. Phaneuf has of tie-dye TJ’s tee shirts that have become their fit. Mr Phaneuf has also donated his time and abilities to design and build sets for Raynwater 1978. Mr. Phaneuf has celebrated the B-R gradua-kite with a white 12’ x 4’ banner with the class. Each year he has given the display at class reunions. This year, special embellishments for his last Mr. Phaneuf has shared his wisdom subject matter, empathize with the be yourself.” -Mr Phaneuf.
The faculty at Bridgewater-Raynham not only represents the characteristics of a strong staff but also of mentors and friends as well. From freshman to seniors, the Regional staff has been with us, guiding us, and inspiring us every step of the way. BR’s faculty is known for going above and beyond by exposing us to new experiences and ideas through field trips, clubs, and special events. From supporting us in sports activities, student-faculty games, and chaperoning dances and proms, words cannot express how much they have done for us along the way. We will always remember the countless hours our teachers have spent teaching us not only lessons in the classroom but also lessons in life. When our time comes to leave, each and every one of us will be prepared for our first steps out into the real world. The life-long lessons shared by the faculty at Bridgewater-Raynham will always be remembered and appreciated.

1. Mr. Dillon reviews a difficult equation for an upcoming test
2. Ms. Robbins shows Rachel Jacobs how to animate her PowerPoint Presentation on vegetables.
3. Ms. Boughn reviews the library schedule for the day.
4. Ms. Kinney assists Katelyn Davies in correcting homework from the night before.
5. Ms. Good cheerfully walks the Guidance office through an installation process.
6. Three Amigos: Mr. Morrison, Mr. Lennon, and Mr. Planeuf are renowned for their sense of humor.
7. You can always find Mr. Smith and Ms. O’Neil with a bright smile.
8. Ms. Costa always has the right chance for a twenty.
9. At the Pep Rally, Mr. Leasup reminds us to “Do the right thing.”
10. Ms. Davis adjusts Mr. Jessop’s favorite hat, while Constable Benich looks on.
11. Ms. Seppau checks up on Mackenley Prov’s progress.
12. Billy Morton fixes his schedule with Mr. Botelho.
13. Mr. Morrison gives DJ Edso’s drafting grade.
14. Mr. Randall and Ms. Roberta ‘Bunny’ Mengello keep the school clean and safe.
15. Ms. Watson is not kidding about a pop quiz.
16. Ms. Swann reads off answers to last night’s homework assignment.
17. Clark Fitzgerald and Ms. Guileante patrol the hallways.

You guys are a bunch of animals!
Mr. Steven G. Heaslip

Mr. Alan J. Peabody

Mr. Steven Sarantopoulos

Mr. Mosher is always generous in giving extra help

Ms. Carol Adams
Ms. Alice Akins
Ms. Patricia Anania

Mr. William Barber
Ms. Geraldine Benedict
Ms. Mary Benigni

Ms. Lee Berry
Ms. Michelle Beshansky
Ms. Linda Blocker

Ms. Mary Bogle
Mr. Maurice Betelho
Ms. Bette Bridges

Mr. Robert Brogna
Ms. Susan Brougham
Dr. Linda Brouillette
Ms. Joanne Brown
Mr. Donald Burke
Ms. Mane Burke

Mr. Daniel Buron
Ms. Carol Burton
Ms. Elizabeth Calef

Mr. Phillip Capen
Ms. Melissa Cardone
Ms. Joan Casabian
Ms. Lorraine Castro
Ms. Lisa Cedarquist

Ms. Nancy Chiljean
Dr. David Chuckran
Ms. Charlotte Cloutier

Mr. Paul Conroy
Mr. Alan Coughlin
Mr. Daniel Cox

Ms. Home takes care of business during her accounting class.
During Philosophy, Ms. Patema and Becky Kennedy share a joke about Socrates.
Wild-haired Mr. Phaneuf watches Breanna Corr paint another masterpiece.
Ms. Margaret Linskey  Mr. Michael Lovecchio  Ms. Nora Mantell

Mmmms. Smith and Nicole Ruska bake an apple pie in Culinary Arts class.

Ms. Linda Martin  Mr. Robert Mastria  Ms. Diane McGuire  Ms. Roberta Menkello  Mr. Glenn Morrison

Mr. Mark Mosher  Ms. MaryAnn Mozzone  Ms. Barbara Murdoch  Ms. Janice Murphy  Ms. Barbara Norman

Ms. Laura O'Brien  Ms. Helene O'Neil  Mr. Dana Osgood  Mr. George Pacheco  Mr. Kevin Paré

Ms. Dolores Paterna  Mr. David Patrick  Ms. Barbara Peddie  Mr. Robert Peterson  Mr. Jack Phaneuf
Looking back on these last four years, it feels good to
know that we made it, we're finally seniors. When we
first entered the building, Mr. Peabody told us these
years would fly by. When we think about it, we realize
he was right. Each year has brought us new hurdles to
clear and problems to solve, but we also had good
times along the way. Starting freshman year with the new milleni-
um gave us the momentum to start a new era of our lives. We
immediately felt on top of the world as "high-schoolers" but it was
shortlived as the upperclassmen quickly put us in our place. We
soon realized that being a freshman meant starting back at the
bottom and waiting another three years until we were at the top
again. At the time, it seemed so far away when really it was just
around the corner. At the beginning of our sophomore year, the
tragedy of September 11th drew us closer together and taught us
to appreciate what we have. Through our trials and tribulations of
MCAS, SATs, and the college application process, we have persevered
and will be graduating before we know it. Together as a
class and as individuals, we have all encountered our own chal-
lenes, but when all is said and done, we made it. Congratulations
class of 2004!

1. Sandy (Emily Goudreau) succumbs to peer pressure.
2. The Varsity Cheerleaders bring out the spirit of B-R at the
   2003 Pep Rally.
3. Danielle Kearns pushes herself to the end in the Cross Coun-
   try Meet.
4. Jesse Accon shows her devilish side on Halloween.
5. Pat Callahan wonders what he should do after school.
6. The Varsity Football team gets pumped up for the Thanksgiving
day game against Silver Lake at the 2003 Pep Rally.
7. Amanda Filipek assists Amy Graziano on HTML design.
8. Bryan Bissonnette takes a breath after a successful play.
9. Lauren DiMarzio and Emily Windsor can't
    help but juggle during study period.
10. Kristine Chihian celebrates another goal.
11. Matt Beane and Alec Tolwaisa review game
tapes and strategize.
12. Kat Guccerez and Nick DiCicco are eager
    for Halloween night.
13. Andrew Carson puts himself in the right
    state of mind before making the swing.
14. Jon Pratti and Bonnie Bromberg chat
    quietly in the library before the bell rings.
15. Looking flashy at the Semi are Jackie Hinds,
    Tracie Moore, Nicole Berchelli, Megan
    Hennessey, Katie Saba, Jenn Welsh, and
    Amanda Martelli.

Cartoon by Adam Cournoyer and Gavin Killea
James Acone, Jr.
80 Deerfield Drive (B)

Jesse Agger
90 Briarcliff Road (R)

Michele Allen
75 Barbara Road (R)

Jennifer Anacki
980 Pleasant Street (B)

Brian Anderson
98 Harvard Street (B)

Denisse Baez
121 Wall Street (B)

Andrea Bagas
1 Anna May Circle (B)

Amanda Balzarini
15 Town Line Circle (B)

Sophia Barros
225 Norwood Street (B)

Matthew Barthel
90 Captain’s Landing (R)

Matthew Beane
325 Hayward Street (B)

Joseph Belloli
829 High Street (B)
Matthew Benvie
15 Southbridge Farm Way (B)

Stacy Berard
60 Sharon Court (B)

Nicole Berghelli
1135 Plymouth Street (B)

Kyle Bergquist
160 Legge Street (B)

Jacqualene Berman
251 Prospect Hill Street (R)

Jessica Berry
1A Hemlock Drive (B)

Matthew Bezarro
95 Hubbard Lane (B)

Louis Bianchini
6 Aldrich Road (B)

Bryan Bissonnette
100 Brookside Drive (B)

Jessica Blackden
180 Main Street (B)

David Blanchette
1072 High Street (B)

Michael Brennan
935 King Street (R)
Francisco Carrasco
27 Hale Street (B)

Andrew Carson
39 Austin Street (B)

Matthew Cayer
27 Staci Drive (B)

Gardy Cesar
91 High Street (B)

Michael Champagne
43 Adam Lane (R)

Sarah Chappell
35 Meeting Square Drive (B)

Kristine Chiljean
260 Grange Park (B)

Jennifer Chiocca
10 Summerdale Farms Way (B)

Stephen Christofi
8 Bradford Way (B)

Katie Chuckran
2 Youngs Lane (R)

Kayla Ciliberto
66 Bridge Street (R)

Allison Clark
109 Ruth Ellen Road (R)
Michael Cronin
86 Overlook Drive (R)

Dustin Crossman
200 Carl Road (R)

Jennifer Cuellar
1 Meadow Lane (B)

Scott Curley
91 Atkinson Drive (B)

Rachael Dacey
67 King Phillip Street (R)

Ryan Dacey
367 King Phillip Street (R)

Sean Daley
60 Appletree Circle (B)

Meghan Daniels
311 Winter Street (B)

Corey Dann
28 Yoke Road (B)

Kyle Davies
81 Bridge Street (B)

David Dean
350 Flagg Street (B)

Laura Dempsey
80 Comfort Street (B)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lauper</td>
<td>58 Meadow Drive (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Lawrence</td>
<td>276 Prospect Hill Street (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Leahy</td>
<td>32 Walter Drive (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett LeClerc</td>
<td>119 Captain’s Landing (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip Leger</td>
<td>35 Old Farm Road (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regan Lenane</td>
<td>570 Plymouth Street (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Leon</td>
<td>138 Tearall Road (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Lessard</td>
<td>200 Forest Street (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachariah Levesque</td>
<td>420 High Street (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Lewis</td>
<td>10 Pine Ridge Drive (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song-Bob Liao</td>
<td>34 Bridle Road (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Lima</td>
<td>815 South Street (B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tracey Lincoln
45 Aspen Drive (B)

Allison Lindsey
557 Pleasant Street (R)

Curtis Lingerfelt
617 King Philip Street (R)

Weimin Liu
180 Main Street (B)

Ashley Logan
86 Forest Street (R)

Kyle Loten
40 Shaw Road (B)

Jennifer Lyford
410 Forest Street (R)

Kevin MacDermott
259 Cherry Street (B)

Matthew MacKinnon
5 Stony Brook Drive (B)

Corey Maher
55 Hunters Drive (B)

Matthew Mahoney
95 Barbara Road (R)

Michelle Mahoney
129 Worcester Street (B)
William Manning
176 Bedford Street (B)

Bethany Marion
46 Winter Street (B)

Amanda Marr
395 Cherry Street (B)

Amanda Martelli
12 Highland Terrace (B)

Tara McClellan
15 Tebors Way (B)

Matthew McDermott
205 West Warren Street (R)

Kristen McDonough
98 Spring Street (B)

Laura McElroy
260 Auburn Street (B)

Joseph Mcgaughey, Jr.
600 Vernon Street (B)

Deanna McGillis
53 Village Gate Drive (B)

Gregory McGovern
206 Judson Street (R)

Jeffrey McGovern
206 Judson Street (R)
Tracy Moore  
30 Tabway Lane (B)

Erik Moreshead  
197 Bridge Street (B)

Michael Morlani  
10 Alexander Drive (B)

John Morrison  
80 White Street (R)

Erin Morrissey  
150 Lakeside Drive (B)

William Morton  
42 Rose Terrace (R)

Joseph Mullaney  
110 Mill Street (B)

Richard Mullett  
522 Gatsby Drive (R)

Jacquelyn Murphy  
80 Fox Hill Drive (B)

Kevin Murphy  
40 Stockbridge Road (B)

William Myles  
82 Chickering Road (R)

Saba Nessralla  
58 South Street, East (R)
Andrew Newby
25 Paul Joseph Lane (B)

Ashley Nichols
98 White Street (R)

Brittney Nichols
30 Carriage House Drive (B)

Keith Nicholson
74 Ramblewood Drive (R)

Laura Norman
0 Brookside Drive (B)

Udoka Nwosu
61 Douglas Drive (B)

Jonathan O'Brien
8 Mowry Street (R)

Jason O'Haver
32 Meadow Lane (B)

Nicholas O'Neil
326 Forest Street (R)

Autumn Ossai
11 Village Road (R)

Kristina Otero
1681 Broadway (R)

Michael Oxley
526 South Street (B)
Lauren Pincolini
433 High Street (B)

Amanda Poirier
885 North Main Street (R)

Liana Ponte
55 Barbara Road (R)

Jonathan Pratti
165 Satucket Trail (B)

Danielle Prescott
122 Mary Lane (B)

Angela Prisco
30 Harriet Drive (B)

Meagan Quarterley
70 Deerfield Drive (B)

Casey Quinn
300 South Street, East (R)

Joshua Randall
38 Vernon Street (B)

Nicholas Rando III
52 Meadow Drive (R)

Kyle Richardson

Molly Riordan
12 Flagstone Place (B)
Jessica Robinson
341 Hayward Avenue (B)

Kenneth Robison, Jr.

Jeremy Robison

Daniel Roland
194 Forest Street (R)

Ronald Rosher

Kyle Ross
153 Britton Street (R)

Sumon Roy
154 Lounsbury Drive (R)

Michael Ruehrwein
258 East Street (B)

Niccole Ruuska
35 Spring Hill Avenue (B)

Kaitlyn Saba
294 Hayward Street (B)

Donald Santos, Jr.
437 Center Street (B)

Gregory Schnare
Evan Scott  
5 Kathleen Road (B)

Stephen Sesin  
57 Mount Prospect Street (B)

Erika Shaw  
5 Tommi Ann Terrace (B)

Alexander Shea  
5 Kathleen Road (B)

Allison Shockley  
5 Partridge Trail (B)

Kristen Sieger  
58 Paddock Road (B)

Timothy Silva  
77 Oak Street (B)

Oscar Singson  
55 Hunters Drive (B)

Jessica Sircar  
55 Northfield Drive (B)

Ashley Slavin  
63 Eagle Trace (B)

Christopher Smerz  
29 Laurel Drive (B)

Alexander Smith  
20 Kenneth Drive (B)
Justin Whidden
431 East Street (B)

Kerry Whittaker
15 Chris John Way (B)

Catherine Whooley
280 Locust Street (R)

Erica Whynot
333 Water Street (B)

Jennifer Wigley
50 Walnut Street (B)

Shaun Wilcox
90 Stephanie Lane (B)

Nicole Wilde
127 Aldrich Road (B)

Elyse Wilsey
1806 Plymouth Street (B)

Jonathan Wilson
50 Hester Drive (B)

Joseph Wilson
355 Locust Street (R)

Emily Winsor
292 Locust Street (R)

Crystal Wood
1044 Vernon Street (B)
In Memoriam
Jacob Hagman
January 28, 1985-January 8, 2004

On January 8, 2004, Jacob Hagman, a well-known, kindhearted young man passed away. We will remember him with his dog Magnum, and Mr. Adam Foster together in the hallways laughing and enjoying the experience. As a member of the Class of 2004, Jacob focused most of his energies in school on the subjects he really loved, science and Principles of Technology. Fueled by his passion and gratitude for all the technological wonders this world had to offer him, Jacob joined the FIRST Robotics Team. He and Magnum and Mr. Foster attended several trips with the team. He was also a Life Scout in the Boy Scouts of America and spent years as a good will ambassador for the Massachusetts chapter of the Muscular Dystrophy Association. Jacob was diagnosed with muscular dystrophy when he was very young, but he dealt with the challenge and became an inspiration for all who met him. It didn’t matter if it was the hottest day of the year or the coldest winter morning, Jacob was at school raring to go. For all of us who knew him, and for many who will meet him through these pages, we will remember Jacob not as a student, but as a teacher of the life lessons of patience and preservation.

Jacob—My Hero and Friend

You brought so much Joy to all who knew you
And were
Courageous, brave, and bold
our lives were touched forever
you’ll be remembered through all our stories told

We’ve been best friends since grade four
eight years is a long
long
long time
enough to share our hopes and dreams
and make memories to last a lifetime

I’m proud to have called you my “brother”
now you’re an angel
smiling down on us
you touched the hearts of family and friends
May you find peace and love in Heaven
we will meet again.

by Timothy James Figgins
January 15, 2004

Jacob and Friends
Above: Mr. Adam Foster; top left: Mr. Foster and Magnum; top right: Ms. Tammie Stone; center: Ms. Heather Stone; bottom left: Ms. Lynn Temme; bottom right: the faithful Magnum.
Baby, Look at Us Now!
Remember watching the classic shows “Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles”, “Care Bears”, and “Sesame Street?” How about the pain of losing your first tooth and having the tooth fairy’s gift make it all better. Our baby years were unforgettable, but now they must be put aside as we step into our future.

Jessica Berry  Jacqueline Bryant  Jessica Burke  Laura Calderone  Brendan Callahan  Kristine Chiljean  Stephen Christof
Allison Clark  Sarah Correia  Jennifer Cuellar  Rachael Dacey  Ryan Dacey  Sean Daley  Laura Dempsey
Steve Desgrosseilliers  Helen Deyoung  Niki DiCicco  Lauren DiMarzio  Meghan Driscoll  Ashley Edson  John Esposito
Hope Faria  Meghan Feeley  Brian Figgins  Amanda Filipek  Lauren Francey  Rachel Gorman  Emily Goudreau
Katherine Graham  Amy Graziano  Megan Guinazzo  Amanda Hall  Chris Hamilton  Justin Hancock  Ashley Hatch
Megan Hennessey  Ryan Hennessy  Jacquelyn Hinds  Jennifer Hubley  Kenneth Johnson  Danielle Kearns  Rebecca Kenned
Best Friends
Andy Newby and Chris Goodhue

Best Friends
Jen Cuellar and Sarah Chappell

Most Likely to be Tardy
Sean Gerrish and Victoria Mills

Class Artists
Matt Kellogg and Jessica Phaneuf

Friendliest
Alex Smith and Angela Prisco

Class Flirts
Kevin McDermot and Lindsay Duckworth

Class Musicians
Jon Wilson and Kerry Whittaker

Most Athletic
Chris Joyce and Kristin Sieger

Most Likely to Succeed
Kevin McMullen and Jean Larson


Class of 2004

Superlatives

Rowdiest
Jon O'Brien and Jessica Blackden

Most School Spirit
Nick Sylvia and Laura Dempsey

Class Couple
Sean Lamontagne and Jesse Robinson

Class Clowns
Bobby Smith and Jackie Berman

Worst Drivers
Curtis Harrington and Niccole Ruuska

Class Actors
Gavin Killea and Emily Goudreau

Most Talkative
Stephen Yelle and Julie Walsh
Junior Prom

When we look back and reminisce on our junior year of high school, May 16, 2003 stands out as a night we will never forget, the night of our Junior Prom. The prom began with friends and family gathering together to take pictures and capture the moment. The night moved on to the West Bridgegwater Canoe Club, laced with soft glowing lights and sparkling chandeliers to reflect the theme of the prom...On The Edge of a Dream. As the girls danced the night away to songs like "Girls Just Want To Have Fun" and "Brown Eyed Girl" in their elegant gowns, the guys strutted their stuff in their flashy tuxes and top hats. The night was brought to an end when Kevin MacDermott and Meghan Daniels were crowned Prom King and Queen. Unfortunately, we could not dance forever, but we will always remember, "These Are The Moments."

1. Diana Kastler asks Lauren Vracka to help adjust the bow on her dress.
2. Meg Hess, Amanda Martell, Kristin Chiffin, and Katie Saba show off their lovely dresses.
3. Kristi Knoy, Meg Hennessy, Jill McGrath, Jen McGuire, and Laura Dempsy are beaming with excitement.
the dance floor.
5. Relaxes in the lobby, Emily Modersin, Kenji Johnson, Tim Smith, and Ashley Lindsey wait for the music to start.
6. Matt Dennis accepts his place in Prom Court.
7. Cassie Thielker shows off her dressy shoe.
8. Kandace Washburn waits for the entire.
9. Our Royal of...Or The Prom King, Queen, and the Court Meg Daniel, Kevin MacDonald, Meg Driscoll, Lindsey Lissard, Matt Dennis, and Alex Smith.
10. All dressed up, Billy Martin, Pat, Casey, Bert, L. Randy, Phil, Logan, Steve Yelle, Frank Packer, Adam Courney, and Matt O'Meara make an effort to look their best.
11. Lindsey Duckworth cuddles up to her date, Mike Sowder.
12. Emily Wiser, Laura Goff, and Jen Lyford practice their grand entrance.
14. Autumn Oster, Jen Zangas, and Britney Michelle harken the dance floor!
15. Kristie McCroagh and Jen Conner check their phone messages.
16. Dustin Grisman, Justin Driscoll and Mike Fitzpatrick hit the loose.
17. Lucky boy Greg McFerren accepts warm greetings from Kate Keary and Anna Perry.
18. Michelle Mahoney, James Alonzo, Jackie Murphy, Mike McFerrin, Amanda Feiner, and Andrew Bagat would much rather be dancing than posing for their parents.
19. Eric Peraza, Amanda Hall, Amanda McRae, Amanda Koon, and Mike Vachon are ready to go.
20. Buddies Mike Cranin and Chris Hamilton take off their jacket, to really get down.
21. Louis Bouchelette is carried off to the prom by Matt Capp, Kevin Sullivan, and Mike O'Meara.
Mr. & Ms. Regional Dance

"If I could turn back time, I'd give it all to you..." On November 21, 2003 most of B-R's student body gathered together at the annual Mr. & Ms. Regional Dance. The flowing of the music, the sparkling dresses, and the sharply dressed guys made for an unforgettable semi-formal that brought many seniors to realize that it would be their last. The night was complete when seniors Matt Benville and Meghan Driscoll were crowned Mr. and Ms. Regional. Mr. and Ms. Regional 2003 will be a memory we will be sure to never forget.
1. Mr. and Mrs. Borodin, Matt Brown, and Morgan Beall celebrate their engagement.
2. The 2003 Mr. and Mrs. Regional Court, Chris O'Leary, Emily O'Leary, Morgan Beall, Matt Beall, Brian Baggett, and Sue Beall.
3. Elisa Mattford can't keep up a secret from Morgan Beall, and LeAnne Coldiron laughs along.
4. Kyle Cogswell, Hope Turner, Chelsie Ferguson, and Matt Sosin hold onto the night.
5. Chelton Perot reveals to Amy Tate and Ben Sutherland where she got her hair done.
6. Sarah Hynes and Paul Chisholm dace close during the last song.
7. Tina Nygus, Amanda Munn, Amanda Hull, Sue Parese, and Steve Ziegler form the hit of the dance floor.
8. Emily Kennedy bursts up her hands and sewers with excitement.
9. Emily Coldiron and Ashley Swain sing with their company.
10. Al Clark and Sue England dance in the center.
11. Drew Johnson, Frank Parker, Amy Griggen, Jame Chisholm, and Jordan Johnson take a bathrooms.
12. Kristin Scharen and Debora Sheard dance live while Cassie Farris plays her next dance move.
13. "I like the way you move..." Mike Delavigne and Joe Voutil shake their tail feathers.
14. Clark Fitzgerald can't keep the ladies away from his Jack Hinds, Jake Walsh, Nicole Brophy, Megan Harvey, and Amanda Martelli.
15. Alex Smith gives Jessica White the last dance.
16. Alex Kaysen, Mary Collin, Leanne Kollis, and Andrew Crothers enjoy the music and look forward to June.
17. Buddies Ryan Capalbo and Nick Delavigne wave off the ladies.
18. Senior Victoria Muth, Sophia Barlow, Kenna Anderson, and Kristen McIlwraith gather together for a memory shot of their last home.
19. Tiffany Culpepper, Pauel Shoffit, and Jonas Cape reminisce about masked galaxies.
20. Senior "me" Mike Delavigne, Beth Lohr, Curt Lucky, Sue Yells, Nick Delavigne, Jodie Biggler, Justin Sisson, Chris Serva, Sam Jerich, and Max Colvino get down for the cannon.
21. Jordan Nutter, Sam McCall, and Amanda Campbell advise Mike Beall to move on.
22. Mark Amorel, Kate Christel, Kate Kennedy, and Matt Whitley watch as the crowd surrounding Mr. and Mrs. Borodin.
23. At the 2003 Prom, the dance floor becomes a sea of all gender alike hit lines.
Pep Rally

We are... B-R!....

The gymnasium was packed to the fullest on Wednesday, November 26th with students from grades nine to twelve, as Mr. Headly led the school in chanting the famous words, "We are... B-R!" The B-R pep-rally marks the end of spirit week, and that means only one thing... the B-R vs. Silverlake Thanksgiving day football game. Everyone who was in the gym was screaming with all their might as the football players and cheerleaders put on another spectacular show. The football team carried the enthusiasm and adrenaline from the pep rally to the game with them and it showed. The team, once again, was victorious on Thanksgiving, as they brought home a piece of the OCL title for everyone to enjoy before their turkey dinner.
1. Trigonal Pete Jones shows his school spirit dressed in a Toga.
2. Jackie Lerner signs the senior poster.
3. Mr. Foster and Joseph Haynes get ready for the pep rally.
4. Senior Kristy Kelowna, Amanda Maddocks, Tracy More, Jackie Walsh, Jackie Hunt, Katie Saha, Eric Connerty, Jan Walsh, Nicole Bongelli, and Mary Hoss cheer on their class.
5. The cheerleaders show us what they're all about.
6. Jon Wilson drum up support for the athletes.
7. Packed high above the gym floor, Amanda Mahoney posts up a poster.
8. We Are BPHS! Mr. Hardy leads us in our cheer.
9. The Varsity Football Team makes their entrance.
10. Dave Chepaitis and Callie McCarty show their spirit.
11. The Varsity Cheerleaders get the crowd going.
12. This after school pep rally pays off when we saw all the downtown.
13. We're not doing anything wrong.
15. Clinton Gulf players Kurt Kubay and David Longing enjoy the show.
16. Nick Silvis gives his famous speech before the pep rally.
17. Brent Rose and Brian Riggs throw their voices.
18. Senior football players challenge the cheerleaders to a dance.
19. Becky Engstrom tells the gym with American facts as she sings the National Anthem while Nicole Basche addresses.
21. Andy Goss, Randy Holzko, Danielle Temke lead a helping hand to Amanda D'Argento.
22. Margaret Davisoll puts the finishing touches on the gym.
23. The football players and cheerleaders show us how to get downtown.
Senior Holiday Party

Hey, Santa, button your coat and hold onto your hat, the North Pole has been taken over! On Thursday, December 18, 2003, the senior class came together to celebrate the holidays. Candy canes, snowmen, elves, and many more decorations made the lunchroom into a holiday extravaganza. However, some brought a little more than holiday spirit. An array of interesting characters seemed to have gotten their party dates mixed up. Straight from the trailer park came the Hunter Hicks followed by "Mr. Lennon" and his crowd pleasing speech. But nothing can compare with the sight of Tigger and Eeyore from the Hundred Acres woods and the pineapple living Sponge Bob and his best pal Patrick. Despite the unexpected guests, the class of 04 celebrated a night of holiday cheer.
1. freshly brewed Dunkin' Donuts coffee to go, or is that Josh Sweeney?
2. Mr. Sara has some little helpers: Lindsey Duckworth, Nicole Rauska, Angela Prisco, and Kristin McDaniels.
3. Kaz Kure and Laura Dempsey lead the right moves from Alex Smith.
4. Prince (Scott Warner) receives a big five for escaping Cruella for the evening.
5. Lunch was cut out of the 100 Acre Woods. Flyer (Kyle Ross) Flyo (Bobby Smith) and Tiger (Andy Newby).
6. Jen Frizzell and Al Clarke have a special UPS delivery for Jon Lynn.
8. Pinoy the Delphi Sharbers (Dustin Coughman) wash off his painting equipment.
9. Allan Mice McGee and Jackie Murphy grab the night away.
10. B-52 boys Laura Dempsey, Mice Beeman, and Jen O'Brien wrap up their finest apparel.
11. Grandma, Grandpa and Grandma, maybe stand up in their new apt.
12. Lucky ladies Mice Utz and Jackie Bryant are the evening.
13. Shilovonk Mice Utz and Mice Daniels enjoy the winter wonderland.
14. E-lliot (Cassy Warpley) reminds LT to phone home.
15. Jacob Calhoun (Mark LaFrance) practiced his speech to the senators.
16. B-52's little angels Duncan, Dredge and Kristin Schier paddle the night away in a heavenly fashion.
17. Frank Proscope is "Ready to Rumble!"
18. "Wicked greedy, Yeah Baby" Austin Power's twins Angela Prisco and Nicole Rauska.
19. Mr. Lennon (Gavin Keller) meets his all time favorite player Ty Law (Paul Lucas).
20. Santa, a little helpers Liana Ponte, Dana Gregorski, and Danna Piloutone down to enjoy some holiday fun.
21. Thousand (Kaz Kurey) and Peter Pan (Adam Cournoyer) are off to Never Neverland.
22. Santa (Justin Desorch) asks all these cutes if they have been good this year.
23. DOUG who lives in a pineapple under the sea? Lauren Franksey.
The future of our school lies in the hands of our younger friends. As we glance at them, we are reminded of our own experiences that they now face: algebra, getting drivers licenses, and MCAS. We are also reminded of how fast these years have come by. Now we must pass the torch to our siblings and younger friends, hopefully teaching them to enjoy their years at the Regional and savor the memories. We wish good luck to the classes of '05, '06, '07.

1. Danielle Lavoie is speechless when Ms. Hayes gives out project grades.
2. Frenchy (Alicia Spector) attempts to keep herself out of petty gossip between the Pink Ladies.
3. Matt Jones, Kim Chappell, and Dan Duval warm up at chorus rehearsal.
4. Jen Lin waits impatiently for the day to end.
5. Tales Mota shows Kate Kennedy how to do algebraic equations the fast way.
6. David Alpert, Jessica Hollstein, Samantha Montisano, and Andrea Freitas pace off during attendance.
7. Mike Vachon and Julie Wood kick back before class.
8. Jen Weldon anticipates the pass.
9. Paul Wilson gets in a few laughs before the bell rings.
10. Jen Vinal, Dan Willis, Adam Woodworth, and Dave Worsham study hard before their test.
11. Meg Breuckman prepares to serve.
12. Nicki Toppan reaches back to pass a note.
13. Krystic Laiam and Alyssa Collins type out the lesson quickly for a good score of words per minute.
15. Brian Gerrish takes a layup.
16. Marie Raymond and Patrick Goodgame head for the buses after another long day of school.
17. Shannon Halluci, Lauren Spada, and Karen DiMarzio are beaming with excitement for the opening night of “Grease.”
18. Brendan Cunha, Stacey Kibart, and Danika Erikson are ready to hit the dance floor at the Semi.

Cartoon by Adam Cournoyer and Gavin Killea
FRESHMEN

Ryan Acone  Nicole Adduci  Brittany Akstin  Haley Albano  Felicia Alger  Nicholas Almeida
Patrick Almeida  Carly Amrhein  Heather Anderson  Jenna Anderson  Colleen Andrews  Kimberly Andrews
Isuca Arata  Courtnee Arruda  Lia Avelino  Sarah Babchuck  Christine Baker  Michael Balzarini
Ashley Barker  Timothy Beals  Christina Berardi  Shawn Bergeron  Jessica Bernier  Kyle Bernier
London Berry  Anna Bianchini  Brett Biela  Courtney Bissonnette  Amanda Blanchard  Michelle Bogle
FRESHMEN

David Catton  Alison Cavanaugh  Russell Chaffee Jr  Scott Chaffee Jr  Michaela Chambers  Jennifer Charpentier

Benjamin Chaves  Tara Chipman  Michelle Chucksan  Katelyn Churchill  Robert Clancy Jr  Kyle Clifton

Alyssa Collins  Caitlyn Connolly  Kyle Conti  Julianne Cooper  Denise Corrieri  Jeffrey Costello Jr

Trevor Cotter  Joseph Crosby  Stefanie Crovello  Matthew Cruz  Tashalee Cruz  Pamela Curley

Patricia Curley  Samantha Curry  Daniel Cushing  Christina Daly  Bryan Davis  Megan DeGrenier
CLASS OF 2007
FRESHMEN

Kayla McCormack  Sara McGee  Andrew McGovern  Shealyn McGovern  Molly Mcguine  Kelsey McKenna

Celeste McKinnon  Nicholas McManus  Erin McNamara  Kaitlin McNamara  Janine Meagher  Andrew Medico

Vanessa Mendes  Christopher Merrion  Juliana Mikelus  John Mills  Antonio Molina  James Moore

Jessica Moreau  Nicole Morgan  Colleen Morrissey  Alexander Morse  Darlene Morse  Thomas Morse

Nicole Murphy  Taylor Murray  Christopher Myers  Jennifer Myles  David Nelson  Spencer Nichols
CLASS OF 2007

Peter Nicholson  Alycia Nickerson  Brian Norman  Anthony O'Brien  Joshua O'Brien  Shaileen O'Brien

Michael O'Connell  Amanda O'Day  Cynthia Odiah  John O'Donnell  Erin O'Leary  Erica Oliari

Gregory O'Neil  Sean Opila  Brandon Ouellette  Clifton Owens  Constance Page  Helena Page

cquelyn Palmer  Courtney Panton  Christina Pereira  Joaquin Pereira  Scott Perfetuo Jr  Stephanie Perkins

manda Perrault  Ryan Perreault  Bethany Perry  Stephanie Petersen  Jennifer Petsey  Jonathan Pickett
FRESHMEN

Jenna Pieper  Samantha Piesco  Brittney Pinto  Joshua Pires  Kathryn Place  Christopher Post

Jennifer Power  Kevin Preach  Mackenley Prou  Nicholas Pucillo  Stephanie Quinn  Kevin Racicot

Victoria Ramos  Carl Ramponi  Lindsay Reagan  Jessica Redfern  Kelsey Reese  Evan Renaud

Derek Rice  Jessica Ridlen  Nicole Riley  Phillip Riley  Christina Rizer  Melody Rodrigue

Christopher Rondeau  Jordan Rose  Amy Rosen  Ashleigh Rowan  Wilfred Roy  Elizabeth Rudoka
Class of 2007

Jenna Vicente  Thomas Viera  Ashley Vincent  James Walsh  Jennifer Wang  Karl Wells

Kelly Weygand  Lindsey Weygand  Heather Wheaton  Danielle White  Jessica Whiting  Michael Whiting

Kelly Whooley  Andrew Wilson-Steinberg  Andrew Wong  Christine Wood  Daniel Wood  Katy Wood

Nicole Wood  Michelle Young  Nikolas Zarras  Mary Zolga

Sophomores

Class of 2006

Jared Abdallah  Shrish Abid  Kristine Agger  Jesse Alisopp  Mark Amaral  Rachel Amaral
Sophomores
Sophomores

Carrie Fitzmaurice    Brian Flannery    Jason Flannery    Casey Florence    Elyse Forbush    Samantha Forman

Jason Foster    Melissa Frederick    Alicia Freyermuth    Jabari Frith    Steven Gardner    Kyle Gargiulo

Michelle Gavin    Nicole Gavin    Kylara Gentro    Ashley Gomes    Ellen Gomes    Katherine Gomez

Carolina Gonzalez    Ryan Goodell    Patrick Goodgame    Kevin Goodhue    Kurt Goscininski    Krystal Gourdin

Christopher Gracia    Anthony Grieco    Tatiana Groves    Elizabeth Guardia    Claudia Guindeira    Melissa Gumper
CLASS OF 2006
CLASS OF 2006
CLASS OF 2006

Kevin O'Brien  Christopher O'Byrne  Christina Ocasio  Ryan O'Connell  Christopher O'Leary  John Owens

Christopher Paze  Carrie Peabody  Maria Pelaggi  Lissette Pena  Megan Pereira  Ian Perkins

Nicole Peterson  Benjamin Piche  Marissa Pigeon  Ashley Pitta  Brian Pizzuti  Caragh Poh

Katie Poh  David Pohl  Jacqueline Pomroy  Allan Poole IV  Katelyn Post  Kaileen Powers

Jonathan Prime  Jessica Prou  Jason Proule  Michael Pugliesi  Desiree Quinn  Matthew Quirk
SOPHOMORES

Ashley Ramadan   Michael Rando   Marie Raymond   Tamanique Rebolo   Michael Recupero   Brian Reid

Thomas Reilly   Zachary Richards   Eric Richardson   Christine Riley   Shane Riordan   Eva Rit

Antonio Rivera   Jeffrey Robison   Shane Rolfe   Douglas Rollins   Sean Sanderson   Jessica Sares

Tanya Sattar   Katelyn Sawyer   Diandra Schiffer   Kristian Schnare   Christina Schneider   Benjamin Schui

Jonathan Seale   Raymond Seekell   Matthew Seufert   Matthew Shapiro   Aron Shepley   Amanda Sherbu
Class of 2006

Heather Sieger, Kristina Silvia, Lindsay Simmons, Rebecca Sirca, Andrew Slavin, Darcy Sly

Michael Small, Aaron Smith, Samantha Smith, Laurie Soderbom, Rachel Sokolsky, Michael Sousa

Lauren Spada, Alicia Spector, Courtney Spencer, Jason Spring, Aja Springstead, Tara Stewart

Lisa Marie Stone, Sonya Striggles, Matthew Striggles III, Charles Tarr, Christopher Temme, Seosanny Tho

Manuel Tiliakos, Matthew Tracey, Anthony Traister, Sarah Tumiski, Katelyn Turner, Elizabeth Ulevicius
CLASS OF 2005
Juniors

Jillian Parenteau  Jenish Patel  Kevin Paulicelli  Daniel Payton  Joshua Pearson  Patrick Perkins

Jill Petersen  Scott Place  Kari Pohl  Robert Poole  Nathan Daniel Poskitt  Matthew Power

Steven Precourt  Shane Prescott  Robert Pringle  Justin Raynard  Kevin Reagan  Adam Rebelo

Kate-Lynn Reed  Theresa Reis  Amber Rhilinger  Sean Riley  Amy Roberts  Milagro Roberts

Sandra Robinson  Lauren Rocha  Ashley Rosata  Jaclyn Rosher  Amy Ross  Matthew Ryan
Juniors
Class of 2005

Carley Vespa, James Vose, Christina Walker, Desarai Walker, Amy Walsh, Ashley Waterman, Tekhara Watson, Melissa Watts, Ryan Watts, Gregory Webber, Julie Webber, Bethany Wegman, Michael Westcott, Jessica White, William Whittington, Brittany Whitty, Jonathan Whynock, Julie Wood, Steven Wood, Bryan Wright, Lauren Young, Randa Zaiter, Paul Zeller
If you ask anybody to describe B-R athletes they would say "winners." Whether the game, match, or meet ends in our favor or the opposing teams favor, B-R athletes are still winners. On and off the field B-R athletes are dedicated to their work and determined to do their best, but what makes B-R athletes stand out above the rest is our excellent display of sportsmanship. No matter what sport it is or what season we're in, B-R teams work their hardest to win and take home an Old Colony League championship, but the goal that means the most is good sportsmanship. When we grow up and tell our kids about our life in high school, we will not be telling them the score of the third game in our senior year, or how many points we averaged in our junior year. We will be telling them about the friends that we made and all the fun we had. In the end, it's not about winning or losing, it's about the memories.

1. Justin Driscoll drives to the hoop.
2. Megan Feeley sends the ball back where it came from.
3. Jen Welsh flies by her defender.
4. Chris Bodensiek strikes the ball back to his opponent.
5. Hurling the discus, Meg Driscoll captures another victory.
6. "We want a rally..." The team pumps each other up.
7. Matt McDermott drives for an eagle.
8. After defending themselves the hockey team moves into position to score.
9. Jen Welsh, Julie Wicley, and Casey Buzek dash to the goal.
10. Serving up the ball, Danielle Tardivo, gets another Ace.
11. Chris Joyce receives the kick-off.
12. Andrew Grant takes a break from playing goalie.
13. Sisters, Becky and Kate Kennedy share a moment together before the track meet.
14. Jon Frizzell fields a ground ball.
15. Jen Wicley goes down for the block.
17. Nick Spencer fights his way on top of his opponent.
In the 2004 season the Boys’ Varsity Football team tackled themselves into an 8-2-1 record; good enough for first place in the Old Colony League. Led by team captains, Matt Benvie, Mike Cronin, and Frank Pacheco the boys were inches away from yet another post-season run. With Coach Buron drilling discipline and a hard work ethic into his player’s heads, he did not expect anything less. Next year Coach Buron will have to do without his three senior captains and the rest of his senior squad, U.D. Nwosu, Brett LeClerc, Chris Joyce, Jon O’Brien, Bryan Bissonnette, Steve Yelle, Kevin MacDermott, Dustin Crossman, J.P. Morrison, Ryan Hennessy, Dean Guasconi, Curtis Harrington, Sean Gilrein, Shaun Wilcox, Alec Tollvalsa, Jim Freyermuth, Matt Mahoney, Keith Nicholson, Kyle Ross, Matt Beane, Gavin Killea, and Collin Florence. However, he has a lot of veterans returning to his roster.
1. Coach Buron goes over the play with Brett LeClerc.
2. Ryan Buckley goes for the touchdown.
3. Chris Joyce pulls the ball away from his opponent.
4. Curt Harrington reacts to his team scoring another touchdown.
5. Dustin Crossman celebrates with his teammates after a big play.
6. Coach Buron and Coach Lindskog chat about the next play.
7. Matt Benvie tackles his opponent to the ground.
8. Playmakers Mike Cronin and Brett LeClerc make it happen on the field.
9. Make room...Matt Benvie and Shaun Wilcox clear their opponents out of the way.
10. "I gotcha back!" Sean Gilrein is behind Brett LeClerc all the way.
11. Frank Pacheco pumps the team up before a big game.
12. Alec Tolivaisa and Ryan Buckley get ready for some action.
13. Go deep!...Brett LeClerc throws the long ball.
14. The Varsity Football Team.
15. Curt Harrington "hikes" the ball to Brett LeClerc.
16. No mercy! Kyle Ross and Sean Gilrein are the defensive threat.
17. Nick Deluliis completes the first down.
18. Kevin Moynihan dives over the goal line.
19. Look who it is! Brett LeClerc starts another play.
20. Jason Flannery powers his way down the field.
21. It's good! Billy Whittington kicks a field goal.
22. Billy Whittington gives the special team instruction for the next play.
Bridgewater Raynham’s Lady Trojan Field Hockey team had a very successful season. With strong leadership from captains, Autumn Ossai, Jennifer Wigley, Mary Condon and Lauren Francey, and play from several strong players, the team was able to achieve a 10-8-2 standing and placed 2nd in the OCL league. Great job girls and good luck to the Seniors and the teams to come!

“3... 6... 9 Real good time! Hit it to me...
Hit it to me... One more time! Get Low...
Casabe just said get Low!
From the Soccer fields to the trees!
Till the sweat drips down my knees
all you Seniors scream! Oh yeah yeah
Field Hockey...
Oh yeah yeah Good Times!!!”

....................................... Team Song

1. With a clear drive up field, Jen Wigley sends the ball forward.
2. Patiently awaiting a pass, Julie Wigley sprints back and forth.
3. Eager to break up the play, Julie Wigley gets her stick in.
4. Dodging through the players, Jen Wigley works her way up field.
5. Setting up the play is Laura MacDermott with a perfect free hit.
6. Racheal Liao back steps into play.
7. The team comes in for a brief group huddle.
8. In pursuit of a loose ball, Kristen Panton sprints on.
9. Taking charge of the play, Autumn Ossai dribbles up field.
10. Awaiting a save, Jess Donovan lines up.
11. Drawing the defender, Breanna Corr ensures a win!
12. With a little poke, Julie Wigley tackles back.
13. Jill Chaffee ensures the corner.
14. Team Pictures-Top: Coach Casabian
17. Sprinting back in to play is Casey Buczek.
18. Pulling back, Julie Wigley prepares for a shot.
19. Keeping up the pace, Jackie Hinds looks on.
20. Rabia Bajwa and friends cheer for victory.
21. With the swift break away, Autumn Ossai dribbles down the field as Jen Wigley supports.
22. “Every corner is a goal.” Autumn Ossai, Mary Condon, Lauren Francey, and Rachael Liao convert a corner.
The 2003 Boys' Soccer team had a very successful season. Led by Captains Brian Sousa and Chris Smerz, along with a band of nine other seniors, made the race for OCL Champs close until the very end. The Trojans finished with a record of 9-8-2, including a memorable tie in their last regular season game under the lights against rival Silver Lake. Coach George Pacheco returned after a two year absence, however his season was cut short when the team was bounced from the post-season by Stoughton in the first round. The Trojans, characterized by senior leadership in 2003, will look to rebound in 2004.

1. Chris Smerz sends a ball down the sidelines. 
2. Mike Oxley makes a dynamic run across the field.
3. A cross is set up perfectly by Devin Hennessey.
4. Nick DeVincenzo plays a ball back to his defender.
5. A textbook throw-in is executed by Matty Powers.
6. Chris Smerz makes a 90 degree effort.
7. Mike DeVincenzo and Pat O'Donnell watch a play develop.
8. Practicing his moves for Riverdance, Pat Egan plays a ball up the wing.
9. Senior goalkeeper Andrew Grant preserves the game for the Trojans with a spectacular extension dive.
10. Coach Pacheco and Coach Nelson look on along with Mike DeVincenzo.
11. Mike DeVincenzo steps hard to the attacker.
12. Senior Captain Brian Sousa dribbles down the line with a goal in mind.
The Girls' Varsity Soccer Team led by senior Captains Kristine Chiljean and Meg Hess played with a lot of heart this season. With a roster full of new names, the team played their hardest against a lot of teams with senior-filled rosters. Even though the girls did not have one of their most successful seasons, Coach Heslin did not let the girls give up. Next season, Coach Heslin will miss his senior captains and their senior teammates Kristen Sieger and Laura McElroy, and will welcome back his experienced veterans who are ready to rail in another OCL title and set themselves up for another post-season run.

1. The 2003 Girls' Soccer Team: V. Baczeck
2. Kristine Chiljean gets ready to head the ball.
3. A corner kick flies in for Kristen Sieger to head into the goal.
4. Jackie Poniroy traps the ball.
5. With a goal in mind, Carlene Hess sprints down the field.
6. Kari Pohl fends off a shot at the goal.
7. Meg Hess watches her teammates fight for the ball.
8. Stephanie Oliari is exhausted after a long game.
9. Kristen Sieger takes a shot at the goal.
10. Kari Pohl boots a goal kick.
11. Meg Hess fights for the ball.
12. Regoma Campora watches as her teammates attempt to score a goal.
13. Kristen Sieger fights her way through her opponents.
The 2003 Boys' Cross Country Team led by senior Kevin Murphy and junior Ian Crotty also included senior Kyle Bergquist. Returning next year are juniors Dusty Hall and Chris Ladd, and sophomores Kevin Goodhue, Ben Murphy, and Jon Prime. They hope to have an excellent year.

1. Even the blazing sun can't stop Dusty Hall.
2. Chris Ladd holds his position as he hits the hills for the first time.
3. Kevin Murphy remains strong as he finishes the first lap.
4. A tough competitor, Kevin Goodhue keeps the race close.
5. Ian Crotty distances himself from the pack.
6. As the competition closes in, Kyle Bergquist surges on.
7. During stretches, Dusty Hall contemplates the upcoming race.
8. Kevin Murphy's form begins to fade as he runs the final hills.
9. Chris Ladd grips onto a small lead as he goes into the last half mile.
10. Jon Prime and Ben Murphy loosen their muscles before race time.
11. Kyle Bergquist and Kevin Murphy share a laugh to relieve the tension.
12. Ian Crotty finishes the race with a sizable lead.
The 2003 Lady Trojan Cross Country Team had a dynamite start, winning their first three meets against Barnstable, Falmouth, and North Quincy. Everyday the team worked hard, running many miles a day in all types of weather. Unfortunately, numerous team injuries prevented the Lady Trojans from winning any more meets, but they still finished with a 3-4 record. Led by team Captains Danielle Kearns and Lindsey Lessard, the team enjoyed many fun and memorable moments. When the work got tough, everyone remembered, "Suck it up and run..."

2. Victoria Baczek surges through the hills.
3. The team gets ready for an intense race against Barnstable.
4. Danielle Kearns works hard climbing hills.
5. Ashley Slavin keeps a good pace.
6. Alyssa Donovan relaxes after a hard race.
7. Elizabeth Dillon tries to widen the gap from her competition.
8. Jill Parentheau stays strong as she climbs the hills.
9. Lindsey Lessard and Victoria Baczek get ready for the last lap.
10. Elizabeth Dillon and Danielle Kearns push each other to keep the pace.
11. Runners go speeding off after the gun shot.
12. Jen Lin remains strong as she continues the race.
13. Jenna Hummingureu keeps her form as she finishes the race.
The Golf team continued with another great season. Lead by Co-Captains Matt Cayer and Andrew Carson, the Trojans had a 9-7 record. Other key contributors were seniors Matt Mahoney, Matt Bezarro, and Eric Cox, juniors Kevin Reagan, Matt O’Leary, and Matt Jones, sophomore Kyle Montagano and freshman Charles Boyer. Although the team will be losing many of its starters, it still visualizes its chances of another winning season. Coach Pimental will be returning in hopes of winning another OCL championship.

1. Kevin Reagan warms up with a couple of practice swings.
2. Kevin Reagan sends a ball flying with pure perfection.
3. Kevin Reagan shows off his powerful swing.
4. Matt Bezarro starts off another round with a great drive.
5. Matt Bezarro follows through on a smooth swing.
6. Freshman Charlie Boyer takes a few warm up swings.
7. Matt Bezarro watches another perfect shot.
8. Eric Cox takes some time to practice his chip shot.
9. Matt Mahoney watches after making a smooth swing.
10. Matt Cayer winds up for a long drive.
12. Matt Cayer prepares for his match by taking some practice puts.
13. Between holes, the team laughs at another one of Matt Jones’ jokes.
The B-R Varsity Volleyball Team enjoyed a successful season behind Coach Mastria. Team captains Meghan Feeley, Lauren Pincolini and Regan Lenane showed leadership skills leading the team to the best record in recent years of 6-11. It's not surprising that the team did so well because they had so many returning veterans such as Danielle Heckbert, Meghan Driscoll, Jackie Bryant, Laura Calderone, Kyle Dooley, and Jackie Murphy. Next year, returning to the varsity squad are juniors Danielle Tardivo and Julie Wood, sophomores Kate Post, Kayla Lenane, and Rachel Amaral. In the off-season the team will work together in hopes to better their record and make it to post-season play.

3. The team huddles up before a big meeting with Taunton.
4. Regan Lenane sets the ball to Jackie Bryant.
5. Rachel Amaral sends the ball back over the net.
6. Danielle Tardivo is in ready position.
7. Regan Lenane returns a pass.
8. Coach Mastria gives the girls a little pep talk between matches.
9-13. Regan Lenane, Lauren Pincolini, Danielle Heckbert, and Meghan Driscoll show us the game in action.
The 2003-2004 B-R Wrestling Team had a successful year, considering the circumstances. The Trojan's finished 2nd in the OCL with a 4-1 league record. Leading the Trojans were Captains Alec Tolivaisa and Matt Burke. Seven Trojans placed in the South Sectional Tournament including A. Tolivaisa, Matt Burke, D. Hennessey, N. Spencer, Mike Burke, C. Jaramillo, and A. Leone. Pat Finn, Paul Brigandi, and John Sibya had a solid season as well. Devon Hennessey made B-R history by becoming the second sophomore to qualify for the New England's. Congratulations to Devon and the rest of the 2003-2004 Wrestling Team!

1. Andrew Hauck wrestles his opponent to the ground.
2. Chad Jaramillo gets ready to wrestle.
3. Dominating his rival, Nick Spencer gets the win.
4. John Sibya tries to throw his opponent down.
5. The opposing team tries to break free from Pat Finn's grip.
6. Anthony Leone muscles his opponent down for the count.
7. Matt Burke poses for a picture while handling the situation.
8. Showing his intense side, Anthony Leone overpowers his opponent.
9. Paul Brigandi is in control of the tie-up.
10. Nick Spencer flips his opponent on his back for a pin.
12. The Varsity Team huddles before a key meet.


WRESTLING
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The Football Cheerleaders cheered through all the football games performing each halftime, whether hot or cold. Led by Coach Barbara Lomba and Captains Sarah Chappell, Nicole Ruuska, Amanda Smith and Lauren Veracka, the girls won second place in the OCL competition. The cheerleaders also hosted a competition in the B-R gym and attended the South Sectionals. In the pep rally, the girls showed the school what they are all about.

1. The 2003 Football Cheerleading Squad: Captains Nicole Ruuska, Amanda Smith, Sarah Chappell, and Lauren Veracka, Ashley Rosata, Brianne Striggles, Lindsey Duckworth, Becky Kennedy, Angela Zutaut, Charlotte Moore, Lauren Young, Jen Leon, Colleen Andrews, Ashley Pitta, Jen Vinal, Sonya Striggles and not shown is Liz Dahlborg.

2. Lauren Veracka and Brianne Striggles cheer to the crowd.

3. The cheerleaders work the crowd at halftime on Thanksgiving day as they dance with facials.

4. Sarah Chappell and Amanda Smith show the crowd their “tick-tocks” with the help of Lindsey Duckworth.

5. Sarah Chappell cheering on the field.

6. Amanda Smith shows off her flexibility by doing a scorpion while standing on her bases hands.

7. Lindsey Duckworth does an arabesque at the pep rally.

8. The cheerleaders shout “B-R TROJANS!” during their dance.

9. Captain Nicole Ruuska with a smile on her face.

10. Showing off their muscles, Angela Zutaut, Ashley Rosata, Lauren Young and Brianne Striggles do a dance.

11. Becky Kennedy tries to keep warm during the halftime performance on a cold fall night.

12. Sonya Striggles yelling her heart out!

13. Amanda Smith introduces Coach Buron to the students.
The Trojan Boys' Winter Track Team had a perfect season, capturing the OCL title yet again.

1. Kevin Murphy and Mike Champagne push for the finish line in the 800 race.
2. Chris Ladd fights to stay ahead.
3. Kevin Goodhue and Chris Ladd try to shut-out the competition.
4. Sanderson paces himself as he begins the race.
5. Dave Worsham and Mike Champagne try to sweep the race.
6. Dusty Hall eases past the competition.
7. Nathan Dudley hurls the shotput.
8. Kevin Goodhue makes a mad dash for the finish line.
9. Mike McGrath releases the shotput with aggression.
10. Jim Lucia concentrates on his throw at hand.
11. At the sound of the gun, the JV Trojan boys fight for the lead in the dash.
12. Matt Beane fires the shot in hopes to get first place, again.
The 2003-2004 Lady Trojan Winter Track team had another successful season. Led by team captains Lindsey Lessard and Cassie Thielker, the team placed second in the Old Colony League. Before the season began, there was some uneasiness because so many important teammates had graduated, but this year the Winter Track Team had a very strong younger class. If these young athletes continue to work hard, B-R will continue its legacy of great track teams in the Old Colony League.

1. The 2003-2004 Winter Track Team.
2. Cassie Thielker breaks the school shot put record.
3. Flying high, Jen Lin clears opening height.
4. Alex Caughlin takes the hurdles in stride.
5. Lindsey Lessard and Ariel Shaw pass their opponent with ease.
6. B-R girls prepare themselves for a big meet.
7. Taking the corner hard, Courtney Malloney sprints to the finish.
8. With perfect form, Alicia Freyermuth hurls the shot.
9. Ariel Shaw Lifts high over the bar.
10. Mary-Beth Callinan continues to run hard on her second lap.
11. The final lap can’t stop Jen Lin.
12. Stacey Bulgaris puts with all her night.
13. Ariel Shaw surges ahead of her opponent in the last lap.
Led by captains Meg Driscoll, who was a nominee of the McDonald's All-American Girls' Basketball Team, Jen Welsh, and Nicole Wilde, the girls' varsity basketball team played their way to an 18-4 record placing themselves first in the Old Colony League, in one of their best seasons ever. Coach Cunniff, his three captains, and the rest of his seniors, Kathy Dunham, Kristen Sieger, and Danielle Heckbert played extremely well in their last season.

In the beginning of the season, the girls won a close battle with New Bedford. The team was down, but they pulled through in the clutch with a little help from Emily Arrighi as she drained four three-pointers as time expired, and the Trojans danced their way to victory.

At the end of their successful season, Coach Cunniff announced his resignation as head coach after 21 years. We will miss him greatly.

1. Emily Arrighi looks for a teammate to receive a pass.
2. Beep! Beep! Jen Welsh drives to the basket.
3. It's mine! Kristen Sieger steals the ball from her opponent.
4. Meg Driscoll drains a foul shot.
5. Ashley Abrahamson eyes the hoop.
6. Stephanie Oliari prepares for the ball.
7. D-Up! Danielle Heckbert is playing some defense.
8. “Here I come,” Jen Welsh carries the ball up the court.
9. Kristen Sieger does not let her opponent by.
10. Meg Driscoll will not be denied of a rebound.
11. Denied! Stephanie Oliari blocks the shot.
12. Meg Driscoll, Kristen Sieger, and Stephanie Oliari take the ball for themselves.
13. Kristen Sieger and Meg Driscoll stack up.
15. Meg Driscoll glances at the ref.
17. Jen Welsh is ready for anything.
18. “I’m open, I’m open!” Meg Driscoll awaits the pass from Ashley Abrahamson.
19. Kathy Dunham readies her self for the shot.
20. Kayla Lenane alters her shot.
21. Emily Arrighi goes for a lay up.
22. The team listens to the National Anthem.
The Boys' Basketball Team started off the season with a bang. They qualified for the tournament in the quickest time in Coach Fisher's career, winning the first ten games of the season. They shot their way into first place in the Old Colony League with a 16-4 record. Team captains Matt Benvie, Mike Brennan, and Kevin MacDermott led the way to well-deserved victories including Brockton, North Quincy, and Barnstable. When Barnstable came to B-R it was Hawaiian night. The colorful shirts helped the boys light up the gym enroute to another victory. Scott Places' shouting got the gym going and with Mike Brennan playing the role of floor general with another spectacular show, the boys went on to win one of their many games this season.

1. Scott Place grabs a rebound from his opponent.
2. Kevin MacDermott runs the ball up court.
3. Speed demon Scott Place blows by his defender.
4. Mike Brennan is taking control of the game.
5. Anthony Caliri relaxes before taking a free-throw
6. Anthony Caliri makes some room for himself.
7. Perfect form. Mike Brennan drains a free throw.
8. Scott Place goes for a lay-up.
9. Anthony Mendes lets the ball roll off his finger tips into the basket.
10. Brian Gerrish fakes the defender out of his shoes.
11. Scott Place puts his game face on.
12. The Floor General. Mike Brennan, commands his troop to another hoop.
13. Scott Warner watches on as Scott Place soars over the defender.
14. The 2004 Varsity Basketball Team: Justin Driscoll, Mike Brennan, Matt Benvie, Kevin MacDermott, Scott Warner, Colby DaSilva, Billy Whittington, Scott Place, Anthony Calin; Anthony Mendes, Brian Gerrish, Tony Murdoch.
15. Justin Driscoll maneuvers his way to the basket.
16. Tony Murdoch and Scott Place make their way down the court.
17. Billy Whittington "tearin' up the boards" pulls down a rebound.
18. In the final seconds Kevin MacDermott and Mike Brennan load up on defense.
19. Tony Murdoch gets loose before the game.
20. Justin Driscoll does not look happy with the refs’ call.
22. “Win, lose, or go home” some of the team catches the game from the bench.
Led by captains Chris Joyce, Billy Manning, Dan Roland, Scott Curley, and Matt Barthel the Boys Varsity Hockey Team finished the season with an overall record of 11-5-5 and an Old Colony League record of 8-2-2, which was good enough for first place. For the second year in a row, Coach Jones and the boys made it to post-season play. With the last two seasons being the best in past years the 11 seniors who have started it all are now graduating; Chris Joyce, Billy Manning, Dan Roland, Scott Curley, Matt Barthel, Bobby Smith, Kevin Sullivan, Pat Leahy, Jeff McGovern, Greg McGovern, and David Dean. Although they will not be here at B-R next year, their legacy will carry on next season and hopefully for many more.

1. Pat O'Donnell and Bobby Smith clear the puck down the ice.
2. "I'm Open!" Bobby Smith calls for the puck.
4. Splitting the defense, Mark Diamond glides his way through the middle.
5. Pat O'Donnell throws himself onto the ice.
6. "It's mine!" Kevin Sullivan pushes his opponent out of the way.
7. Pat O'Donnell dances around the defenders.
8. Marc Augustine skates up the ice.
9. Matt Barthel prepares to make another spectacular save.
10. Marc Augustine gets in defensive stance.
11. Daryl DeAngelis, Jesse Bisson, Ron Kolozie, Chris Joyce, Bobby Smith, Pat Leahy, and Dan Roland catch a breather.
12. Billy Manning comes off the ice to collect himself.

The B-R gymnastics team started off with a promising season and had significantly improving scores each meet. Unfortunately, due to many injuries the season was not as successful as the girls had hoped. Captains Becky Kennedy and Amanda Smith led the team to come together and finish strong.

1. The 2003-2004 B-R gymnastics team: Front Row: Captains Amanda Smith and Becky Kennedy; Back Row: Ashley Nehiley, Nicole Riley, Aly Cavanaugh, Carley Amrhein, Meredith Shunstrom.

2. Becky Kennedy performs a hand stand pirouette.

3. Carly Amrhein does a split leap in mid air.

4. Ashley Nehiley performs a wolf jump.

5. Doing a scorpion, Amanda Smith shows off her talent.

6. Nicole Riley shows off her flexibility.

7. Merideth Shunstrom shows her strength.

8. Alison Cavanaugh starts her difficult routine.

9. Merideth Shunstrom demonstrates a perfect straddle jump.

10. Becky Kennedy dramatically finishes her “perfect 10” routine.

11. Ashley Nehiley puts in some attitude to liven up her routine.

12. Amanda Smith preforms a difficult wolf jump on the high beam.

13. Nicole attempts a tuck jump.

14. Amanda Smith demonstrates her flexibility in her back-hand spring on the floor.
The Boys' Varsity Tennis Team had one of their most successful seasons. Lead by Captain Mike Driscoll, the boys went undefeated. The team, along with Coach Pimental did not let the horrible weather conditions bring them down as they went on to take home the OCT title. The team's record was a direct reflection of how hard they practiced through the off-season, throughout the season, and right on into the post-season.

In the post-season they lost a tough one point (3-2), heartbreaking match to Framingham in the first round. With the Framingham defeat fresh in their minds, the boys will work their hearts out in the off-season to prepare themselves for another undefeated record and to take another step further in post-season play.

1. Mike Driscoll follows through with a powerful forehand.
2. Brian Reid checks the accuracy of his two handed back hand return.
3. Andy Carson moves in for the winning shot.
4. Bob Liao returns a one-handed backspin to his opponent.
5. Matt Cayer quickly reacts to his opponent's moves.
6. Quickly, John DiBenedetto positions himself after returning a tough shot.
7. Concentrating, Sumon Roy prepares to volley the winning point at net.
8. Matt Cayer works his opponents over with his serve.
9. Mike Driscoll patiently waits for his opponent to return the ball.
10. Matt Jones checks his opponent for any weaknesses.
Despite not playing a full schedule last season due to poor weather conditions the Girls' Varsity Tennis Team did their best. Team captains Caitlin O'Leary and Sarah Soloman had their best seasons ever. The girls served their way to a 4-7 record. Coach Mastria is looking forward to Leslie Chandler, Liz Dillon, and Danielle Sullivan all returning next year as juniors. For the next season the girls will try to win Old Colony League champion, and to have another post-season run.

2. Kristen Simmons follows through after a winning shot.
3. Captain Caitlin O'Leary, follows through her swing.
4. Liz Guardia smiles after a great shot.
5. Ali Combra perfects her skills.
6. Here it comes! Liz Guardia sends the ball back to where it came from.
7. Ali Combra make a reach to win a point.
8. Rhada Sinhu follows through on a low swing.
9. Krissy Silvia goes low and shows no one can beat her.
10. Where did Leslie Chandler's racket go?
11. Leslie Chandler shows total devotion to her sport.
12. Meg Bruckmen shows true form.
13. Danielle Sullivan scoops the ball over the net.
The Varsity Baseball Team had its most successful season since moving into Division One. During the regular season, the team finished second place in the Old Colony League behind the Taunton Tigers. Coach Kearney and Captains Matt Peabody, Steve Prisco, and Jason Akstin lead the team in one of their most competitive seasons ever, making it into the post-season with a winning record of 10-4. In the post season the boys went through Sharon, Stoughton, D.Y., and OCL rival Taunton, to get to the South Sectional Championship where they defeated Xavarian to take home the Southern Massachusetts Crown. In the state semi-finals, the boys lost a one run (2-1) heartbreaker to Malden Catholic High. Coach Kearney got strong efforts from first basemen Pat Callahan, pitcher Chris Joyce, catcher Oscar Singson, and Brett LeClerc. The 2004 Team Captains Jon Frizzell, and Dustin Crossman, with the rest of the team, will work hard in the off-season to try to take home the OCL title with hopes to take one step more in post-season play.
1. Can't hit what you can't see! AJ Ronayne throwing heat.
2. ...and the pitch. AJ Ronayne striking out another opponent.
3. Paul Oliari snags another line drive.
4. Steve Prisco makes a diving catch in center field.
5. If I can reach it, I'll crush it! Paul Oliari is ready to hit.
6. Another save! Paul Oliari catches the base steal.
7. Jon Frizzell fires the ball across the diamond.
10. Matt Peabody hits a rope up the middle.
12. Grip it and rip it... Jon Frizzell winds up to hit a line drive.
13. Brendon Elliott squares around to lay down the perfect bunt.
14. A.J. Ronayne "turnin' 2"
15. Brett LeClere gets a good grip on the ball.
16. A.J. Ronayne sends another victim back to the bench.
17. Steve Prisco fires the ball back to the infield.
18. We want a rally, a rally we want! The team rallies from behind for the win.
19. Pete Moynihan takes control behind the plate.
The lady Trojan Softball team had yet another successful season, making it to the tournament once again. The team, led by Captains Melissa Cabral and Natalee Crimmins, placed second in the OCL. Catcher Meghan Feeley took home the OCL Sportsmanship Award, and team members Melissa Cabral, Natalee Crimmins, and Stacy Berard were OCL All-Stars. In the preliminary round of the tournament, the lady Trojans overcame all odds when they defeated Durfee 6-0. The emotions in that game were intense, and the adrenaline was pumping strong. The girls used their team chemistry and played with a lot of heart to defeat a team they had not beaten in the previous five meetings, taking them to the next step in the tournament. In the following tournament game, the girls lost a heartbreaker. The game was a one-run, extra-inning battle with New Bedford (1-0). The girls left New Bedford with their heads up, looking forward to next season.
1-5. Stacy Berard goes through a pitch.
6. Stacy Berard follows through a swing.
7. Kristen Mullaney awaits the ball in fielding position.
8. Meghan Feeley eyes the pitch.
10. Natalee Crimmins fires the ball across the diamond.
11. Julie Govain gets down and ready for the ball.
13. Jennifer Lyford lays down a perfect bunt.
15. Brigid Dailey keeps her eye on the ball.
16. Natalee Crimmins hurries to cover first base.
17. Jennifer Lyford speeds down the line.
18. Eagle-eyed Brigid Dailey looks for the fly ball.
20. Stacy Berard fires a pitch.
21. Meghan Feeley awaits the pitch.
22. Jennifer Lyford slides into home.
The boys enjoyed yet another Old Colony League Track Championship. Many people are mislead to think that track is all running. The field events also play a major and is a necessary role in tight meets. Whether we need a win in shot put, javelin, or discus, someone was there to step up. All the hard work and determination paid off in the end. We hope the boys can continue their success in the years to come.

1. Alex Shea moves past his opponent in the one mile race.
2. Launching the javelin, Nathan Dudley picks up a couple of points for the team.
3. With all his strength, Mike Champagne leaps his way to victory.
4. Matt Benvie watches his magnificent discus toss.
5. In the hurdle race, Alex Shea and Kevin Goodhue beat out their rivals.
6. Kevin Goodhue, Kevin Murphy and Ian Crotty race to the finish in their long distance race.
7. Pat Allen throws his discus.
8. Shaun Wilcox throws himself into first place.
9. With concentration, Tom Greco gets ready to win the shot put event.
10. Watching his disc fly through the air, Christopher Kolentsas wins the discus event.
11. Anthony Mendes releases the discus.
12. Up and over, Vaughn Maxson jumps the high jump bar.
13. The 2003 Boys’ Spring Track Team.
The girls won their second Old Colony League Championship in a row. Getting to that Championship was not easy. Many hours of practice and preparation was a necessity with the coaches so that the girls would get as far as they did. Whether it was with Coach Denise, "Mother Goose" as she was affectionately called, Coach Urban motivating every person on the team, or Volunteer Coach Lou, cracking jokes with his shot put and discus throwers. Everyone contributed to the victories, and the girls look to capture another Championship next season.

1. The 2003 Girls' Spring Track Team.
2. Kylie Beila overcomes her opponent.
3. Ariel Shaw soars over the high jump bar.
4. Hey, look! It's Krystle Hooben throwing the shot to the best of her ability.
5. Taking first place in the high jump is Jen Lin.
6. Keeping her composure, Ashley Slavin stays with her opponent.
7. Ariel Shaw sprints to the finish line.
8. Sabrina Gambill gets last minute pointers from Coach Urban.
9. In the javelin event, Meghan Hartford throws with all her might.
10. It's Brianne McDonough throwing the Javelin.
11. Sabrina Gambill perfects the triple jump.
12. In the long jump, Victoria Baczek leads to first.
13. Kate Kennedy hops her way to victory in the triple jump event.
Activities

Bridgewater-Raynham is an enriching place academically and socially. It provides many opportunities for students to get involved with extracurricular activities no matter what your interests. The Regional offers something for everyone. This year, Ms. Brown and the Art Club held an edible art contest and visited the Museum of Fine Arts in New York City. The Ski Club visited Loon, Attitash, and Okemo Mountain. T.J. and the Robotics Team visited New Jersey for the annual competition. The Raynham Players performed the musical West Side Story May 6-8. The National Honors Society took a field trip to Salem, and the Gay-Straight-Alliance held their annual Day of Silence. No one can forget the Drama Club’s Complete Works of Shakespeare Abridged either! B-R has been such a fun and exciting place to spend our high school years. All of the trips and adventures will never be forgotten, and the opportunities will always be appreciated.

1. Devon Hennessey trains hard and sweats to make his weight for the upcoming meet.
2. Lauren Francey and Tracey Moore explore Blarney Castle with the Modern World Affairs Club.
3. Emily Arrighi and Jackie Pomroy lend a helping hand loading the canned goods for the Thanksgiving food drive.
4. Deanna McGillis and Mike Pappas work on plans for Habitat For Humanity.
5. Nora Crotty carefully applies lipstick to Jess Phaneuf on opening night of Grease.
6. Keith Nicholson is comforted by the nurse while he has his blood drawn for the Blood Drive.
7. Casey Cabet plays enthusiastically at the pep rally.
8. Cassie Thielker and Sarah Correia collaborate on yearbook design.
9. Peter Drozos and Sean Daly proofread Amy Graziano’s article for the Regional Sound.
10. Mike Morland, Tiago Mota, Greg Webber, and Jess Phaneuf hold that note.
11. Mark LaFrance, Jackie Murphy, Michelle Mahoney, Carolyn Smith, Jess Sircar, and Ms. Hall celebrate a T.J. award.
12. The Student Council enjoys the sites of New York City.
13. Scott Curley kisses the blarney stone in Ireland.

Cartoon by Adam Cournoyer and Gavin Killea
Last year's production of Grease was a hit as all three nights of the show were sold out. Seats were set up in front of the stage and people lined up to see the show. On May 13th, 2005, Grease debuted to a sold-out crowd. Michael Vacca played Danny in his first B-R role and Emily Gourdeau returned to the stage for the third year in the role of Sandy. Other cast members included Gavin Kellea as Kenickie, Zoe Furtado as Rizzo, Michelle Morland as Doody, and Alexi Specter as Frenchy. Grecie Webster as Roger, Jessica Pianci as Jan, Julie Wood as Marty, Tyler Clancy as Sonny, Jordan Webster as Eugene, Kerry Wittaker as Ms. Lynch, and Laura Hubbard as Patty Simcox. The show's Thoroughly Modern Millie was played by the dancing duo Foster. We cannot however look past the hard work and dedication put in by the crew. Ms. Mary Baran directed and choreographed the amazing dances and intricate scenes. Ms. Janice Iser conceived and directed the cast, and Mr. Jack Pianci designed yet another spectacular set with the help of the dedicated set crew. The musical could not have happened without Ms. Whitt's dedication and organization of the cast, crew, and staff. She has been with the musical for over fifteen years as Production Manager, Assistant Director, Producer, and Director. Thank you to all the cast, crew, and staff for an amazing performance that will go down in B-R history.

1. Zoe Furtado rolls up before the show begins.
2. Ms. Whitt, the woman behind it all, is eager for opening night.
3. Nicole Mace, Liz Donovan, Ashley Waterman, and Emily Whitt see Sandy's (Emily Gourdeau) summer romance.
4. Brittany Nichols lends a helping hand to Nicole Mace before a hectic dress rehearsal.
5. Zoe Furtado puts on her attitude to play the pushy Rizzo.
6. Patty Simcox (Laura Hubbard), Ms. Lynch (Kerry Wittaker), and Eugene (Jordan Webster) start the show off with a bang.
7. Danny (Michael Vacca) and Sandy (Emily Gourdeau) perfect their run and make it look effortless.
8. Jan (Jessica Pianci) munches an apple before cracking the smart remark.
9. Marty (Julie Wood) can't believe how nice Sandy (Emily Gourdeau) can be.
10. The Pink Ladies, Frenchy (Alexi Specter), Sandy (Emily Gourdeau), Jan (Julie Wood), and Rizzo (Zoe Furtado) hold back their thrill of catching up with Patty Simcox (Laura Hubbard).
11. Back stage, Michael Morland perfects his "do.
12. Kenickie (Gavin Kellea) puts the Greasers in their place.
13. Roger (Grecie Webster) signs as he listens to the petty arguments between the Pink Ladies and the Greasers.
Chorus

Front Row: Beth Kellogg, Karen DiMarzio, Lauren Spada, Krissy Whittemore, Jess Phaneuf, Zoe Furtado, Tom Reilly, and Mr. Gary Hyman
Second Row: Emily Goudreau, Kerry Whittaker, Mike Morlani, Ashley Atkins, Shanna Pilotte, Jen Knight, Lauren DiMarzio, and Lindsey Avelar
Third Row: Hayley Bundock, Melody Rodrigues, Jamie Lovell, Danielle Drost, Jen Jaffe, and Marisa Ortiz-Merrill
Fourth Row: Greg Webber, Katie Davies, Karlyn Bailey, Alii Shrago, Shannon Haluch, and Melissa Watts
Back Row: Jesse Agger, Beau Gravlin, Marie Raymond, and Jill Moore

Chorus

Front Row: Emily Goudreau, Mike Morlani, Tom Reilly, Greg Webber, Tiago Mota, Karen DiMarzio, Marie Raymond, and Mr. Gary Hyman
Second Row: Beau Gravlin, Shannon Haluch, Jesse Agger, Zoe Furtado, Kristen Holcomb, and Jill Moore
Third Row: Krissy Whittemore, Ashley Atkins, Jen Knight, Lauren DiMarzio, Blanche Andaya, Lauren Spada, and Lindsey Avelar
Fourth Row: Hayley Bundock, Molly Riordan, Marisa Ortiz-Merrill, Jen Jaffe, Beth Kellogg
Back Row: Melody Rodrigues, Jamie Lovell, Ariana Warner, Karlyn Bailey, Allie Shrago, and Danielle Drost

Concert Band

First Row: Chris Myers, Nick Tate, Kevin McMullen, Mike Balzarini, Billy MacArthur, Mark LaFrance, Mike Morlani, Stew MacArthur, Paul Zeller, and Mr. Hyman
Second Row: Doug Spear, Jon DiBenedetto, Beau Gravlin, Staisy Kibart, Matt Ryan, Sage Adkisson, Kara Son, and Lena Page
Third Row: Pat Kelton, Tiago Mota, Brain Reid, Jon Wilson, Mark Amaral, Bobby Leboeuf, and Mary McBride
Fourth Row: Andrew Slavin, Tom Viera, Tara Steffan, Jaime MacBeth, Melanie Byam, Lauren Dimarzio
1. B-R’s chorus performs at the Winter Concert.
2. Julie Donovan and Hyerim Shin jazz it up!
3. Amanda Campbell concentrates on her notes.
5. The band entertains with holiday selections.
6. Casey Cobbett slides into the tune on his trombone.
7. Our infamous drummers, Jon Wilson, Matt Ryan, John Dillenedetto, Beau Gravlin, and Mark Amaral keep the rhythm.
8. Lindsey Avalar, Beth Kellogg, and Marisa Ortiz-Merrill wait for their cue in the song.
9. Jesse Agger, Emily Goodreau, and Mike Morlani hit the high notes with ease.
The first year of Habitat has been off to a great start. The club was started by an inspired student, Jennifer Hubley, who after a trip to Mexico where she assisted in building housing for families with little or no income, felt the need for B-R and students like her to get involved. Habitat for Humanity is a non-profit organization that helps eliminate homelessness and poverty by aiding and providing housing for families in need. Here at Bridgewater-Raynham, we haven’t built any houses yet, but we are doing our best to help by raising money and becoming involved with our surrounding communities. Our faculty advisor is Ms. Grublin, and we have an excellent committee, Brittney Nichols, Caitlin Greely, Mark Madonna, Ashley Haynes, Matt Grein, Kate Turner, and Mike Vachon, who make important decisions and help spread Habitat news. With the help of Mr. Kostka, we have been able to become involved in the new and upcoming build in Kingston. This year our club has helped raise over $2,000 dollars for that build, by sending our members to the Independence Mall to run the Santa Train. Twenty percent of the profit goes to Habitat. We have been holding weekly meetings and have big plans for the rest of the year. By the close of the 2003-2004 school year, our club plans on designing T-Shirts for fundraising, organizing the “Walk and Rock” walkathon, building, decorating and selling birdhouses for South Shore Habitat’s Annual Birdhouse Fundraiser, and making and delivering lunches to workers on the worksites. We have had a great first year, and we hope their are many more to come.

1. President and founder, Jen Hubley and Vice President Britney Nichols plan bird house painting.
2. Ms. Grublin and Jen Hubley present possible fundraiser ideas to the club.
3. Members of Habitat For Humanity Mike Pappas, Sarah Correia, Ashley Nichols, Rachael Dacey, Deanna McGillis, and Brian Sousa practice for the walkathon.
4. Members of Habitat discuss ideas for T-Shirt designs.
5. Deanna McGillis and Rachael Dacey perfect their hammering skills for an upcoming build.
6. Habitat For Humanity’s Executive Committee: Mike Vachon, Matt Grein, Mark Madonna, Ashley Haynes, and Caitlin Greely. Missing from picture: Kate Turner.
1. "Head and eyes up!" Steve Hill pushes himself to the limit.
2. Collin Florence spots Dean Guasconi while he does his dead lift of 405 lbs.
3. Billy Manning benches with all his might.
4. Kevin Pieper spots Brett LeClerc as he presses the house.
5. Jason Flannery works on his squats.
7. Dana Lopes correctly squats while Tom Witherell safely spots for him.
8. In training for the basketball season, Kevin McDermott does his routine set of crunches.

The Intramural Weight Room is utilized by students who want to physically improve themselves. These young men and women receive no athletic letters, no newspaper articles, no public recommendation. For the above reasons, Mr. Lennon, the weight room coach, "loves these young people!" These are our leaders who work hard on a continuous basis to improve themselves. For Mr. Lennon, "Life does not get any better than spending my afternoons with these people in our weightroom."

Front Row: Bill Manning, Brett LeClerc, Kevin Pieper, Mike DeVincenzo, Kevin MacDermott, Chris Smerz, Nick DeVincenzo, Collin Florence, and Dean Guasconi.
Back Row: Mr. Lennon

Science Olympiad

"You think you know, but you have no idea," this is the yearbook entry of Science Olympiad. The team participates in five meets, each meet consists of four events. Every March there is a state meet which includes events that span all branches of science. Mrs. Anania is the advisor for the Science Olympiad Team. The officers are Diana Smith and Jess Donovan (Co-Presidents), Danika Erikson (Vice-President), Jill Peterson and Laura Adduci (Co-Treasurers), and Sehrish Abid and Lily Liu (Co-Secretaries). We have a lot of fun at weekly meetings, and each year we try to have a bowl-a-thon at an end of the year party. So now you know!

1. Before winning her gold medal, Danika Erikson tunes her homemade cello.
2. Ann Marie Illsley and Danika Erikson prepare to win gold medals for playing homemade instruments at the Stoughon meet.
3. Laurie Soderbom and Liz Durrigan won the medals for their mastery of "Remote Sensing."
4. After another successful Science Olympiad meet, Sehrish Abid, Lulu Li, Lily Liu and Laurie Soderbom celebrate.
5. Before the bottle rockets competition Kim Herrington and Sehrish Abid make final adjustments.
In its ninth year, TJE is still as enthusiastic as ever! The team traveled to regional competitions in Trenton, New Jersey and Long Island, New York, as well as the National Competition in Atlanta, Georgia. They took the arenas by storm, cheering loudly for an awesome robot. From New Jersey, they brought home the second most prestigious award in FIRST, the Engineering Inspiration Award. In Long Island, the team earned the Judges’ Award and semi-finalist status! Year #9 has been incredible for TJE:

1. Carolyn Smith and Ms. Bridges check out the TJE “history” pictures wall.
2. The team cheers during one of their matches.
3. Mike McGuire and Jackie Murphy smile after winning a competition.
4. Engineer, Christine Rusbarsky and senior Jessica Sircar, are great safety captains in the pit.
5. An action shot of Mr. Paul Folan.
6. Andy Carson, Jess Phaneuf, Ms. Bridges, and Irena Eaves are anxious to begin the competition.
7. Mr. Phaneuf, decked out in his competition gear, cheers relentlessly!

First Row: Mr. Jack Phaneuf, Matt Gallagher, Ryan Estes, Jess Phaneuf, Brian Reid, Kristen Leon, Steve Christofi, Alex Shea, Mike McGuire, and Jackie Murphy (Tri-Captain).
Second Row: Aaron Burke, Dave Kingsley, John DiBenedetto, Tim Holt, Chris Szymczuk, Andy Carson, Matt Duval, and Ms. Bette Bridges.
Third Row: Mark Madonna, Ray Seekell, Greg Driscoll, Dan DiMascio, Nick Macolini (Tri-Captain), Mark LaFrance, Rahul Vedula, Paul Zeller (Tri-Captain), and John Esposito.
Fourth Row: Ms. Liz Calef, Jess Sircar, Lauren Spada, Dan Duval, Brian Silvia, Alex Neary, Devin Kitterick, Matt Tracey, and Ryan McGowan.
Back Row: Mr. Glenn Morrison, Lily Liu, Lulu Li, Beth Kiley, Ben Murphy, Joe Marini, and Mr. Paul Folan.
Each day staff members of Unita's, The Regional Sound, and the weekly calendar put in time, effort and creativity to bring out the best in B-R publications. It all begins each week with the school calendar. Calendar editors Amanda Hall and Amanda Marr gather school and sports events to put together an informative reference for students and teachers. Kerry Whittaker and Peter Dragos have worked extremely hard on the Regional Sound in an effort to present the school with a polished and professional newspaper. Since the end of the 2003 school year the quad-editors, Sarah Correia, Stacy Berard, Cassie Thielker and Danielle Prescott have stressed, worked overtime, and have had a real life experience working with staff members and deadlines. We have all worked diligently to make the publications here at B-R the best they can be, and hope other students have appreciated and enjoyed them and will continue to do so for many years to come.

1. Amanda Marr and Amanda Hall take pride in making the weekly calendar.
2. Sarah Correia puts together layouts for the next deadline.
5. Graham Specter works on an article for The Regional Sound.
6. Sketching cartoons for the yearbook, Adam Courneyer puts finishing touches on his work.
7. Seeing what material can be used for the newspaper, Peter Dragos and Laura Yarate read over the articles.
8. Danielle Prescott proofreads Holiday Party text on the computer.
9. Cassie Thielker works on the Sports Division while Danielle Prescott makes suggestions.
10. With careful attention to detail, Mike Pappas edits pages ready to submit.
11. The quad-editors, Danielle Prescott, Cassie Thielker, Stacy Berard, and Sarah Correia put their heads together to come up with a caption for this picture.
12. Putting in many hours of work, Kait Kilroy and Casey Bucek read through senior messages one last time.
13. Sean Daly is amazed by Gavin Killea's yearbook cartoons.
14. Amy Graziano looks through a yearbook to gather ideas.
15. Danielle Heckbert, Kallie Montacano, and Casey Bucek type and organize the senior blurbs.
Class of 2004
President: Megan Hennessey
Vice-President: Frank Pacheco (not pictured)
Secretary: Meghan Daniels
Treasurer: Meghan Driscoll
Class Adviser: Mr. Capen (not pictured)

Class of 2005
President: Matthew Devin
Vice-President: Kate-Lynn Reed
Secretary: Leslie Chandler
Treasurer: Matt Grein
Class Adviser: Mr. Levecchio (not pictured)

Class of 2006
President: Meghan Hartford
Vice-President: Michelle Jasper
Secretary: Alicia Spector
Treasurer: Christopher Gracia
Class Advisers: Ms. Paterna (not pictured)

Class of 2007
President: Brittany Freitas
Vice-President: Julie Devin
Secretary: Michelle Bogle
Treasurer: Jenna Vincente
Class Adviser: Ms. Stone (not pictured) and Ms. Shepard
First Row: Ms. Linda Blocker, Stephanie Filipek, Courtney Clapp, Leigh Delhanty, John Esposito, and Tim Tilbe.
Second Row: Emily Buckley, Jonathan Sasenick, Michael Miller, Lulu Li, and Lily Lui.
Back Row: Robert LeBoeuf, Michael Donovan, David Keenan, Lindsey Burke, and Jennifer Graham.

Drama Club

Back Row: Adam Smith, and Ms. Diane McGuire.

Photography Club

First Row: Adam Smith, Ms. Traci Kitchell, and Tim Tilbe.

Creative Writing Club
Foreign Language Club

Front Row: Alicia Fortin, Julie Molina, Michelle Smith, Marissa Tuttle, Danika Ericson, Liz Durrigan, Tara Stewart, and Kayla Cabral
Second Row: Victoria Baczek, Jen Lin, Jes Burke, Jen Langner, Ashley Nichols, Anne Myers, and Linda Curran
Back Row: Ms. Donna Holt, Nora Crotty, Kyle Dooley, and Ms. Linda Shadley

Renaissance

Front Row: Ms. Donna Holt, Michelle Smith, Marissa Tuttle, Danika Erikson, Staisy Kibart, Alyssa Ellis, Liz Lehtola, and Laura Adduci
Second Row: Victoria Baczek, Jen Lin, Ashley Waterman, Jenna Sankus, Jess Donovan, Diana Smith, Nicole Adduci, and Hayley Bundock
Third Row: Laurie Soderbom, Jill Petersen, Carley Vespa, Allison Egger, Amanda Libby, and Julie Donovan
Back Row: Carrie Pohl, Liz Donovan, Katherine Hall, Josh Begley, and Brendan Cunha
Modern World Affairs Club

Front Row: Erin Connerty, Lindsey Lessard, Laura Yafrate, Tracey Moore, Emily Winsor, and Mr. Jeff Sylvia
Second Row: Julie Walsh, Laura Norman, Jen Lyford, Kerry Whittaker, Bethany Marion, Dean Guasconi, and Vincent Chiappinni
Third Row: Keith Nicholson, Dustin Crossman, Saba Nesserella, and Alec Tolivaisa
Fourth Row: Nora Crotty, Peter Drosos, Scott Curley, Chris Joyce, Matt Devin, and Scott Place
Back Row: Michelle Smith, Jen Lin, Liz Dillon, Irena Eves, Julie Wood, Ian Crotty, and Lauren Rocha

Student Council

Front Row: Mr. Gerry Cunniff, Meg Hess, Meg Daniels, Laura Dempsey, Meg Driscoll, Kait Kilroy, Mr. Jon Lindskog; Second Row: Pat Leahy, Chris Smerz, Courtney Moloney, Jess Feroli, Jackie Pomroy, Katrina Lessard, Allison Blanchard, and Mandy Blanchard; Third Row: Dusty Hall, Pat Callahan, Dustin Crossman, Frank Pacheco, Jamie Callan, Ashley Freitas, Emily Arrighi; Fourth Row: Jen Lin, Chris Goodhue, Sumon Roy, Nick Deulilla, Kim German, Liz Luchetti, Matt Lyford; Back Row: Kevin Reagan, Michelle Jasper, Alii Cambra, Meg Hartford, Jenna Weldon, Alyssa Donovan, Brittany Freitas, Kevin Goodhue
The student council of B-R is made up of students who are dedicated to improving their school. During Thanksgiving every year they run a food drive to help needy families in our towns. Along with feeding our neighbors we help our students find the perfect match with matchmaker. With all the money we raise from Matchmaker it helps students, who have given so much, by rewarding them with a scholarship for their services.
Front Row: Adam Smith, Staci Berard, Sarah Correia, Gavin Killea, and Kait Kilroy
Second Row: Laura Yafrate, Danielle Heckbert, Kallie Montagano, Casey Buczek, and Amy Graziano
Back Row: Peter Drosos, Ms. Diane McGuire, Graham Spector, and Sean Daley

The Regional Sound

Front Row: Tara Stewart, Liz Durrigan, Alec Tolivaisa, Sumon Roy, Kayla Cabral, and Diana Smith
Second Row: Laura Adduci, Lauren Veracka, Saba Nessralla, Sid Nannapaneni
Back Row: Kelsey Berry, Rahul Vedula, and John DiBenedetto

Math Team

Front Row: Krissy Whittemore, Michael Donovan, Jill Petersen, Brendon Cunha, and Danika Erikson
Second Row: Ashley Atkins, Kim Herrington, Liz Durrigan, Josh Begley, Laurie Soderbom, Diana Smith, and Jess Donovan
Back Row: Ms. Patricia Anania, Lulu Li, Lily Liu, Laura Adduci, and Ann-Marie Illsley

Science Olympiad
ANIME

Front Row: Adam Smith, Leigh Delahanty, Danika Erickson, Tim Tilbe, and John Esposito
Second Row: Lulu Li, Danielle Lavoie, Kelsey Keefe, and Valerie Shore
Back Row: Lily Lui, Ms. Donna Holt, and Andrew Slavin

Peer Leaders

Front Row: Jess Blackden, Jen Langner, Elise Melford, Lindsey Avelar, and Karlyn Bailey
Back Row: Kristy Suttle, Dan Wood, Michelle Bogle, Lindsay Reagan, Ms. Mary Bogle, Allison Shrago and Michelle Young

Gay-Straight Alliance

Front Row: Ms. Angela Watson, Brendon Cunha, Valerie Shore, Danika Erikson, Adam Smith, and Ms. Traci Kitchell
Second Row: Danielle Lavoie, Justine Buonanduci, Kim Colman, Ashley McGrath, and Kyle Richardson
Back Row: Jen Knight, Sean Opila, and Eric Richardson
National Honor Society
First Row: Kerry Whittaker, Joanne Larson, Meghan Driscoll, and Mark LaFrance.
Third Row: Michael Cronin, Kevin McMullen, Stephen Christofi, Jackie Murphy, Rachel Gorman, Amanda Filipek, and Andrea Bagas.
Fourth Row: Emily Gourdeau, Sumon Roy, Josh Sweeney, Dustin Crossman, Tracy Moore, Erin Connerty, and Emily Winsor.
Last Row: Jennifer Lyford, Chris Goodhue, Lauren Veracka, Andy Newby, Allison Clark, and Jess Phaneuf.

UNITAS Yearbook
First Row: Stacy Berard, Cassie Thielker, Danielle Prescott, Sarah Correia, Gavin Killea, and Kait Kilroy.
Second Row: Ms. Diane McGuire, Jessica Sirca, Jen Hubley, Kristen Leon, Laura Yafrate, and Amanda Filipek.
Third Row: Amanda Marr, Amanda Hall, Mike Pappas, Danielle Heckbert, Kallie Montagano, Casey Buczek, Julie Walsh, and Amy Graziano.
Last Row: Angela Prisco, Jessi Robinson, Sean Daley, Peter Drosos, and Autumn Ossai.
Deanna McGillis

"Rosie" 
I love you, Mom, Dad, Kelly, Kristen, Joe, Jake, Brooke, and Justin; thank you for everything; we love you, J.D. and we will never forget you. 1/04/01; good luck to everyone in the future; to all my friends, thanks for a great 4 years!

Jeffery R. McKown

"Jeff" 
Hoc 1-4; Str 2-4; KC 2; Good luck in the future.

Jennifer Marie McGuire

"Jully, Mary" 
FH 2:4- ST 1-2; Soc 1; Mu, 3-4; GT w/ GF, YKWYa: Tra; Amanda's; JP's; girls; iwNFN:JRFm, Jue; perfect buds! Kai + Case-sunma '03 ILY. Jr; Miss-girls you know how we do, IWMY + GL to all my friends and girls! Mom, Dad, Dad, thank you for everything! Jan. + Janele, ILY + Tryone.

Jennifer Marie McGuire

"Jully, Mary" 
FH 1-3; ILY + TY, Mom + Dad; Marc: Martha's Vineyard, Cape Cod, A.H., Florida, spyrider's hockey games with Kai. surfgirls w/ K.K. + L.D.; waves to C.B., Chat w/ Jax + Ky: Mikey-Tiy. 

"Let's toast the night away to friends and forget about tomorrow."

Michael McGuire

Sk: 1; US 1-4; went to JP w/ Jackie; thanks for everything, Mom, Dad, David, Josephine and Jacklye, you're the best, GLY, everyone I'll never forget all of you; iwNFMw, Me for everything; shop rules.

Kevin McMullen

You can't leave footprints in the sands of time by sitting out by the beach. And who wants to leave footprints in the sands of time? Rock paper scissors.

Elise Rae Mefteh

"Mef/Lise" 

Victoria Mills

"Tori" 
To MBF, E.S., K.W., J.B., A.M., D.Y., K.M., J.A. G.S.C., J.L., JYW, IWFY, iwNFM + iwYFM + iwYFW forever; TY, Mrs. Shep + Ms. Stone, I could have done it without your help, GL, John, Trevor + Chad; ILY, R.S., R.W.; ILY, Mom + Dad; I'm out. 

Matt Modica

"Leno" 

Kaliee Marie Montagano

"Kai" 
"It's not always rainbows and butterflies, it complicates us move along." GT w/ ILY, crp, Cape, July 4th '02, hockey games w/ Jen, + double dates w/ Jess. GL, Hami TY + ILY, Jlyf MBF, Case, GT @ PSU + Bahama's TY, ILY 2/3/04.

"To Mom and Dad for everything; i love you, gL, Kyleh!" 

Daniel Moore "THM" 

"The lunatics: N.D., M.D., C.S., M.K., P.C., K.P. GT @ the Devo's + Tra's w/ the crew." 

DB + BSL w/ the boys: GT w/ K.S., ILY, humne, ILY, Mom, Dad, C.M., J.M. + I.C.M.

Tracy Marie Moore

"Tra" 
My girls + boys, ILY + IWMY; GT @ Obs, Yelles, CC, concerts, King, MV, girls' nights; Miami w/ A.L.M. + H.MAHA + Annawina crew for life; L.F. + MBF: VT + Montaek w/J.W.; Mom, Alicia, Matt + Ian, TY + ILY.

Michael A. Morlan

Mu: G.H + 1: DY: 2: Gr. 3: Band; Church; TY. Emily, Kerry, Mark, Jeanne, Jess, all the people at the Company Church. Miss Mazzone, Mrs. Kassazken, Mr. Hyman, Mrs. Cederquist, Lila, Matt, Shawn, Stephanie, Kelly, ILY, Mom, Dad, Liz. 

John Paul Morrison

"J.P." 
FB 1-4; WIT, BSL: hook 'em Smitty; Papa's w/ the team; C.J, GT in Soutalae; Mom + Dad; ILY, TY: GT, GF, IWFY, GL, ev- tney; JPizilde, Japes.

Joseph Mullaney

"J" 
"Heroes get remembered, but legends never die." 

Jacqueline Murch

"Murph" 
US1 1-4 Co-Capt.; NHSB, VB 2-4; Wtr 1-2; yeah, '04 IWFN Weirs, coming iwNFM, ILY + GF on TJ on trips; J.P. Mike, ILY, IWMY, Mom, Dad, Mike, Dad; GL: Ben; dream big, plan well, work hard, smile always and good things will happen. 'S.H. 

Kevin Murphy

"Murphy" 
"You are the most unfaithful mistress and still we tolerate her absence." -OC 

Saba Nessaballa

"Saab, Nez" 

Andrew Newby

"Andy" 
"It is time that has taken my tomorrows and turned them into yous and ILMY's + Jamaica Bay, Martha's Vineyard with Chris, L.V., + L.F. Warped Tour; GT; boys, TY; Diana, you are a dream come true, 04/03/01. ILY, "All My Life"; thanks for being you. Chris. 

Brittany Ellis New

"Britt" 
"Benni Elly" 
"Mary, ILY, TY, believing in me for; Hav a big bro, ILY, Summers 4 in my heart; SC, amazing thank you; "No look- ing back, you know the past will stay, Laugh or cry, well, we need to try, get off the line, to fly my MA; to the ones who made it count, TY. GL.

Keith Nicholson

"Zephyr" 
GT w/ STr, Bks, + especially EB, iWFN pasta dinners, the mini parties classic to those people, IWMY, IWFY the Europe trip + WAC trips; GT; GL, everyone and every- one left behind, IWMY all.

Laura Norman

"Lau" 
My BF's, TY for everything; ILY + GL, girls, Lu, Jen, IWMY + IWFY, MBF, Stuart, best times w/ my girls '04 GT; Mom + Dad, TY for everything, ILY. Brian, GL; everything you do; C.B., MBF; good luck class of 2004.

Jonathan O'Brien

"OB" 
F.1-4, BB 1-2; Wr 1-2; Warped Tour '03; GT + the Tweetwer crew; GT @ Obzzy's Skv; Tyom: '03 OR '03 GT w/ ILY; Gl. ILY, L.V. so many memories, '03 ILY, '04 TY 03 Mom, Dad, Jan, + Rich! GL, TJ, Jo. + NT it's real been it's real fun!"
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Senior Messages

Sam Tarr
Obsdien; Las Framilies; Sal Paradise on the beaches of Newport Sundown. Dead Flowers.
"Come in," she said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm." -Bob Dylan
-Jack Kerouac
May you stay forever young.
Jacqueline M. Tenney
Cassandra Rose Thielker
"Thielk, Cassie" Wtr 1-4 Capt.; Str 2-4 Capt.; GT w/GF in Boston, @ proms, study, Sox games; 9/27 + 10/24; CC senior trip, track meets, it's like 1000 degrees; to my shot-crew, Best times with Vol. Coach Lou, GL, next year, ILY guys; TY + ILY Mom, Dad + Bôi; IL to my friends, we never have a dull moment!
Eleni Demetra Thompson
"Greek, Len" G.O.Y.A. + KEF; summers in Kalymnos, P.T., IWNY! GT at b's; SAHARA; Copley w/Yosh; GTs w/C.K.; E.W., E.M., K.K., L.P., ILY + GL, MBF, Sevia, ILY; Mom, thank you for everything, I love you! GL, 2004!
Alec Tolivaisa
"Tolly" See ya later, B-H Wr was the best w/P.B., N.S., A.H., J.F., A.L.; FB w/ my boys, M.B., A.M., K.N., B.C., D.C.; my Super Bowl partners were nits w/B.S., P.P., J.M.; MT was cool w/S.R. and Mr. Cow; weighting fun w/ Mr. Lennon.
Christina Triponole
"Trip" Time heals all! MBF= Shellee; Too much drama; romanitc books; ILY Hope, we cry together, we'll die together, sisters for life. * Matt, 143, IWNY, Brit, Lilo + Stitch, Angel + Devil; TY to all my friends, IWNY, ILVY, ILVY, ILY, Mom, wish me luck; ILY, Shelz.
Kelly Vanaken
NRC 34+; I love you, Mom, Nana, + Papa!

FF, Jenny; thank you Mrs. White, Mrs. Stone, Mrs. Murphy, Ms. Stone, Mrs. Winsor, Mrs. Martin, Mrs. Souza, Mr. Foster, Mrs. Chiocca, + Mrs. Slowikowski; you will miss you! Good luck!
Sarah Veracka
"Lau, LV" CL 1-4 Capt.; Str; NHS; TN: GT snowboarding, England '03 S.S. w/N.R.T.; CL night RR, Jellys, MV, N'Diddy's Josie; 01/02/01; GT w/04 ILY J.S.O., TY for all the smiles! TY, Mom, Dad, Paul + Mike. * Life is what you make it.*
Julie Walsh
"Jewitz, Jules" My girls, TY B JF, girl's nights, HAHAA for life, Jellys, original crew, TY for everything! GT @ JP; IWNY RR, Dixie Chicks, J.T. + XTina; GT @ CC + MV; FH IWNY girls! '04 boys, TY + LY; 02/03/04- GT w/ Case, Kal-Troy! TY, Mom, Dad; MY, Ryguy + Peter; GL, James + Re; TY, Nikbi '04, IWNY!

Adam Warn
"Story Teller" Cabbage: IHOP! Blink 182 @ TC; the crew-B.A., M.B., C.D., M.B., G.C. @ Barthele's; Moore's; What's up?! A.G., T.L., J.C., J.W., K.D., A.L. ; J.T., J.C., A.D. GT in Boston, we're from NJ! Bri broke the Bush Wool!

Scott Warner
"Scotty" BKB 1-4; BSL 1-2; FB 1; GT w/ all the boys. + AH cheers to Spears; B.M., D.C., J.O., M.B. + PL; good luck! K.S., ILY; Mom, Dad, + EDeuce, thank you.

Jennifer Marie Walsh
"GJG!" FH 1-4; BKB 1-4, Capt.; best times w/ my girls, ILY; GT @ Tras; FL w/N.B. + K.S.; Nicole, "late nights," GT @ JP, XTina + Nelly; 7/4/03 slumber party; ILY + IWNY, Nick; TY = ILY, Mom + Dad; GL, Keri + Jimmy.

Catherine Whooley
"Cassy" BKB 1+2, SOC 1+2, WAC 2.3, + 4, GR + WSS; the things that stick in memory, often, are those that have no beginning and no end. Em, Jen, Ash, Lau, B.A, and Kris, I'll miss you! Mom, Dad, Kelly + Pat, thanks for everything.

Erica Whynot
"Rica Chica" Field Hockey 1-4; NHS; MBF Katie + Mary, Lucy you guys, FF, thanks for always being there; "A friend is one who knows all about you + likes you anyway." ILY + TY, Mom + Dad + everyone else; GL + ILY, J.T., Owen, and Matthew.

Jennifer Marie Wilyge
"Wige" FH 1-4 Capt.; IWF all the GT + GF I will miss you girls; MBF's, J.C. + A.O. TY for everything! IWF girls; hockey games w/ Jennele! best story teller, Ozzie; FH get low JP, we had too much fun! ILY, Mom, Dad, Julie, Mag, Sarah + Moe.

Shaun Wilcox
"Willy" MDwork - DTP; A.A., P.A., C.C., K.W., C.B., T.C., G.D.; senior year: FB, Papa Gir's; GL to everyone else; W + S track, GT in Boston + by the pond; GT at Ashlee's house. Aftad GT in Carlisle, PA; hey, Pat, high speed chase; Cape run; you don't forget someone like you.

Nicole Wilde
"Wilde" BKB 1-4 Capt.; VB 2-3; Di-FF IWNY! GT @ Hampton Beach; A-MBFB, TY, keep it real in O.C.; I.G.D. Friends- D.E., E.M., + S. out of control times; L.M. + IWNY; GT @ summer jam; w/ P.T. + GLY, Beauce- ILY + ALL, TY, IWNY; Mom + Dad, TY + ILY; Shawn. GL; class of 04!

Elyse Yoshi Wilsey
"Wils, Yes" Never forget the good times; weekends w/ M.W., J.B.; Boston, Mohogany, Cape, Port Charles summer w/K.P., B.L., T.C., + J.B.; "summerlovin," IWNY + GL, E.T., E.M., K.P., J.B., M.W., J.M., K.M.; ILY + TY, Mom + Cleo; Dad, ILY + GL, Kate, Mike, Matt, + Dan! ILY

Joe Wilson
"Wilzie" IWNY Lard.

Emily Marie Winsor

CL, Wac, Mu-GP + WSS; My girls: Cass, Lau, Ash, B., Jen, Ali; IWNY Aerenshit, Butt, Tiff, MUN, GT @ Cottage + FF; baby always do it. IVL 2 Stogeys! TY + ILY, Mom Dad + Lau; GL, Chris + Rae; "Life's a journey, not a destination."

Crystal Marie Wood
"Crysalie" Class of 04! We made it through to the end GT + GF, make memories last forever; TY, Mom + Dad; J.K., J.H., L.P., S.R., A.G., D.A., DJ, CL., CM, K.N.; ILY all best wished hope, Jennie, remember the crew will always be there never forget the GT!

Jessi Wood
"Woody, Rambo" VB 1-3, J.K.; IWNY our road trip! D.K., M.O., Pt, Sabago, J.M./C. @ TC; Darmouth; tears in NH. Plymouth nights; D.K., R.K., spying; IWNY poker crew; Sox @ GAPI Pat's Parade Girls! IWNY, FF, KY + Cody, GL; Mom + Dad, TY + ILY!

Stephen Yelle
"Yellie" FB 1-4, GT @ JP + TC; IWNY; Lehighland; Ski weekend w/ Ray, Smurz, Devos; GT @ my crib; M./V.TY, P.L., Tras + 02z GT; '04 Girls, IWNY + TV N.B. IWNY my boys; NH w/B.L. + PLL. GT TY, Mom + Dad, ILY; Susan GL + ILY!

Kathryn Zackrison
"Kate, Zankie" Past 4 years, GT + GF; KS, FF "Welcome back" getting lost; senior study + Spain '04/04 GT; IWNY, J.W., A.O., M.M., D.M., A.N.; good luck, Chen; keep cool; Laura + Rachel; TY + ILY; Mom; good luck + stay cool Greg + Tim; Dad, IMY, ILY.

Angela Marie Zultau
"Zoo!" CL 1-4; T-Squad, GT girls, ILY all; J.B., FF, ILY; A.P. + L.D., MBF's, ILY; Lou + Hennessy, ILY boys; L.D. M+B; S.B., my twin, FF, A.P., A.S., J.C., N.R., S.C., FF, IWNY; Coolers. GTs girls; TV, Mom, Dad + Nick; GL, Mikey + Chris; Bye, B.P!!

Congratulations, Kelly! We love you and hope God guides you through life. Love, Mom, Nana and Papa

Congratulations, Matt! We are so proud of you. Good luck next year at Springfield College. "Way to go!" We love you, Mom, Dad and Mike
Congratulations to the Class of 2004!

Patrons:
Stephen and Gloria Heaslip
Mrs. Susan Kinney
Ms. Tammie Stone

Friends:
Ms. Traci Kitchell

Congratulations, Brian!
We love you and are so proud of you! Good luck in all you do.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations, Brett!
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Colby

FRIENDSHIP...
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YOUR LOVING FAMILIES
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Sunshine Pool Company
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Heather Stone
77 Mattakeesett Street, Route 14
Pembroke, MA 02359

Keith,
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.” Emerson

Within you lies the ability to make all your dreams come true. We are so very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Peter
Congratulations, Rach “weep”!
We’re proud of you and love you.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Penny

Congratulations, Erica!
You’ve come a long way since that first day of school and we couldn’t be any prouder of you. You’re truly and inspiration for others to follow.
Love,
Dad, Kathleen, Owen, and Matthew

Congratulations, Andrew!
Oh, the places you’ll go !!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Ashley

Congratulations, Jon!
Way to go!
We’re all proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Rich, Tony, Josh and Nate

To our son, Kevin and the entire B-R Cross Country team.
“On the road of life, here’s to a strong start and an unforgettable finish!”
Congratulations to all graduating seniors.
Justine and Jim Murphy and family
Congratulations, Michelle!
We are very proud of you.
Love, Mom & Dad

Congratulations, Meghan!
We love you and we’re so proud!
Love, Mom, Dad, Kyle and Susan

Congratulations, Emily!
We are so proud of all that you have accomplished.
Love, Mom and Dad and Colette

Congratulations, Mary!
We’re proud of you! On to the next challenge.
Love, Mom, Dad and Drew

Jackie,
Congrats on a great 4 years!
Good luck in college!
Love, Your Family

Congratulations, Erica!
We love you.
Mike, Mom, and J. T.

Congratulations, Chris! Words cannot express the pride we have for you. We are blessed to have you as our son. We wish you the best of luck in college. All our love forever, Mom and Dad

Congratulations, Brian!
You’ve come so far and now you can breathe. You made it.
Love n’ hugs, Mom and Dad
CONGRATULATIONS!

Chris,
We are so proud of you. Always continue to be a leader.
Love,
Mom and Dad

CONGRATULATIONS, SUMON!

We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Great job, Graham!
Good luck,
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Licia

Congratulations, Curt!
We're proud of you. Good
luck in your future in the
great big world!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Richie and Adam

Congratulations, Steve!
You're in for
a fantastic future.
Love,
Mom, Phil,
Philip, and Iris

You made it!
Congratulations and
best of luck always.
Matt, we love you!
Mom, Dad, Derik and Audra
Faculty Retirements

Unitas staff members interviewed the 12 teachers retiring in June 2004. Here are questions and their answers.

1. How many years have you been teaching at B-R?
2. What was your most memorable moment at B-R?
3. What are you going to miss the least? most?
4. What was your funniest moment?
5. What was your most embarrassing moment?
6. What advice could you give to new teachers?
7. How has B-R changed?
8. How is educating different?
9. What are you going to do after retirement?

1. Mr. Maurice Botelho
1. Teaching 1966-1977 and a guidance counselor since then. 2. Scoring three baskets in one of our annual student faculty basketball games. 3. I will not miss the 5:30 am wake up everyday. The most is the kids they have a way of making my age feel young. 4. Trying to play in our annual student faculty basketball game. 5. The day I fell asleep in front of a student as I was listening to him in a counseling session. I was also sick with a cold that day. 6. Treat the kids with respect and be patient. Do not judge them to quickly or at all. 7. Too many students to teach with, the building, and the staff that we have. 8. It is more sophisticated and to complex than it was when I started. 9. Ride my motorcycle, play golf, go to the gym more, travel, and spend more time with my 5 grandsons.

2. Mr. Philip Capen
1. 35 years 2. Making tenure 3. Correcting papers and I will miss the kids the most. 4. I have to keep that a secret 5. I did the pledge with my fly down and my white shirt out. 6. Get involved beyond teaching 7. Bigger classes, larger school, don’t see staff as much as usual. Don’t have much interaction.

3. Ms. Joan Casabian
Ms. Casabian taught Physical Education and coached at B-R for over thirty years. While she coached a variety of sports, her passion was Field Hockey. She inspired her close-knit team to give their all to the game. Any athlete who played under Ms. Casabian will remember her favorite saying, “There is no ‘I’ in team.”

4. Dr. David Chuckran
1. 26 years 2. Superbowl victory- Doug Bessette 3. Waking up at 5:00 am. 4. 5. When I picked up the human body model by the head and it fell on my foot and broke a toe. 6. There are ups and downs, good times and bad, stay the course. 7. The class size, and the number of students has changed greatly since 1977. 8. Standards- standardized tests and accountability- it is good, something I think we needed a long time ago. 9. Take some time off in the summer and go back and work in education- probably on a part-time basis.

5. Mr. William Crane
1. 34 years 2. In a four day span during 1974-1975 our first child was born, we passed papers on our house, and my hockey team won the championship of the 16 team Silver City Tournament. 3. Getting up early, faculty meetings, immature, rude, unmotivated kids. I will miss friends on staff, mature, respectful, motivated students, fun in classroom. 4. Too many to remember, Dick Schneider an English teacher, leaving a lit cigarette on the edge of a lamp table in the teachers room and having it fall into a trash can and start a fire. 5. Too many to remember, 6. Be yourself, don’t take any flack from anyone, have a sense of humor, remember it’s about the kids. 7. Sense of pride present in 70’s and 80’s among staff and students just isn’t the same now. 8. Money has become more important than education. It drives virtually every decision. 9. Sleep late, golf and ski on weekends, and travel.
6. Mr. Stephen Heaslip
1. 37 years. 2. The student rally following September 11th, 2001. 3. Getting to work at 6:45. Colleagues, students, ski trips, and athletic events. 4. Watching the Mr.-B-R competition with Mr. Sarantopoulos and Mr. Kearney as MC and last year’s student-faculty basketball game. 5. Stumbling over a few words when I spoke at graduation two years ago. 6. Never issue ultimatums, make sure you like kids if you want to succeed in this line of work. 7. Much, much, much more crowded, sports teams, and school spirit is much better now, and the way kids dress today is different. 8. Much more teacher accountability, use of technology. 9. I have grandchildren (soon to be five) and I want to play a meaningful role in their lives, I would like to do some traveling with my wife. I hope to read, ski, and golf far more than I am able to at present. I would like to be a community service volunteer in some way and possibly return to part time teaching. Finally I will always think of myself as a part of the B-R family and I will continue support our school in any way possible.

7. Mr. Jackson
1. 34. 2. OCL Championships, I'll miss making friends the most. 6. Get a part time job. 7. Too many students too few teachers. 8. Lack of self discipline in students. 9. Owner of Hyannis Yacht Charter, teach at New England Maritime.

8. Mr. John Lennon
1. 29 years. 2. 1 and class officers ran a fund-raiser. It was a concert performed by the band Southern Comfort. It was great! 3. Paper work that is not germane to teaching English; interaction with students in a variety of different ways on a continued basis will be what I miss. 6. Choose something that you have a passion for only then can you do to work on a continued basis because you want to. 7. Fewer class offerings, fewer full time classroom teachers, more students, no individuality, less concern for the individual student with teacher process. 8. It is paramount in education now to teach for the test. No longer do we have the opportunity to digress into areas of literature that might be of interest to some of our students. Learning for fun is no longer an option. 9. Relax, read all of the books I want to read, I am not going to feel guilty about reading instead of doing school work are two things. My wife and I will visit places we have not been to. Some of my time will still be spent enjoying the company of my wife and just kicking back.

9. Ms. Nora Mantell
1. 34 years. 3. The dust and dirty floor in my classroom. I have asthma and it's gotten worse this year. The malapropisms in kids' themes like: "At the local pet store, my father and I were given some erotic shrimp-like food in a gigantic container that was an excessive amount of money, turtle pellets, and guppy feed fish to choose from." 5. The time I mistook my cat's heart pills for my vitamin, took an overdose, ended up in the emergency ward, and had to put up with intercom messages of "Miss Mantell, please call you veterinarian" from the main office.

10. Ms. Diane McGuire
1. 34 1/2 years. 2. When Jen Grunin, valedictorian of the class of 1999 gave her speech at graduation and thanked me for being her mentor. 3. Deadlines: the people, students, and colleagues that I worked with for years. 4. Trying to demonstrate Polonius hiding behind the arras and I got up on the shelf next to the windows and hid behind the drapes. 5. Accidentally wearing two different shoes, walking into the trash can or desk drawer more times than I can count. 6. The most important part of teaching is to play well and get to know your students and see them as individuals. 7. New English and social studies wing, new gym, two courtyard rooms. 8. Technology access is so quick and easy now, students find answers instead of teachers giving answers. 9. Design and make enough quilts to cover the state of MA, enjoy my garden, and travel.
11. Mr. Jack Phaneuf
1. 31 years. 2. I remember one day Stacy George, a former student, who just graduated from the Savannah School of Art, ran into my room, in the middle of a class, jumped up on a table and pointed at the Calvin College "Persistence" quote and proclaimed: "That's what got me through school...don't forget this." She said bye and left. 3. The relentless schedule, getting up at 5:30 am, and the 20 minute lunch, faculty meetings and in service days; students. 4. Too many to recall...maybe posing for my drawing students with my "Vent-Man" costume. 5. While showing my students how not to use a knife, I lacerated my left arm and had to leave school to get stitches. 6. Love your subject matter, empathize with the teenage students (remembering your own teen years) Learning to articulate clearly what your trying to teach, be patient and above all, be yourself. 7. Not as friendly, reflects our culture. 8. Too much technical stuff required. 9. I'm going to teach privately in my classroom that I made in my barn...and rest.

12. Ms. Kathleen Swann
1. 27 years. 2. When a student says, "You've helped me and have made a difference in my life" 3. The people who make up the B-R community; Getting up every morning at 5 am. 5. When a student said "Mrs. Swann, why are your shoes two different colors?" I never noticed I grabbed the wrong shoes out of my closet. 6. Work hard, challenge your students to be the best they can be. 7. The population had gotten bigger, the building older. 8. Technology has changed the approach to many topics. 9. I'm moving to the Cape and hope to take time to enjoy what lies ahead. Thanks, B-R I'll miss you.

13. Dr. Linda Brouilette
1. 35 years.
Dr. Brouilette started teaching Reading and English and then moved into the Special Education Department. She has devoted countless hours to improving the educational experience for her special students.

The Last Page

The Unitas staff must say good-bye to their long time adviser and friend, Ms. Diane McGuire who will be retiring this year. Ms. McGuire has been a dedicated member of the B-R faculty for nearly thirty-five years. She has taught almost every grade and level in the English Department. Her students will long remember her enthusiasm when teaching Hamlet and Moby Dick. Famous for her props, her Burger King crown helped set the stage for intrigue at Elsinore. Desks transformed into long boats manned by students conveyed the danger and excitement of the hunt for the great white whale.

Ms. McGuire’s enthusiasm for writing led her to re-establish the school newspaper and to take on the challenge of the yearbook which she regards as an historical document recording the lives and times of B-R students and staff. Ms. McGuire also started the Creative Writing Club after students approached her and asked her to be their adviser.

Very early on, Ms. McGuire recognized the contribution technology could make in publications. She was the first to use computers to create the newspaper starting in 1985. In 1993, she transferred that expertise in desktop publishing to the yearbook. She has over the last eleven years she has brought the publication of the yearbook into the twenty-first century by adding pictures in digital format. With her understanding of desktop publishing techniques, she has worked tirelessly to teach her students publishing skills that will help them create yearbooks their fellow students could look upon with pride.

Ms. McGuire leaves with mixed feelings. While she will miss the joy of teaching, she looks forward to retirement. She plans to exercise her creativity in her quilt work. She has many original designs she hopes to turn into fabric art. She also plans to travel for inspiration and enjoyment. We wish her years of happiness in all she does. We will missed here at B-R.